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A sk folks around here the meaning of the 
~ term "biosphere" and most will quickly 
reply, "Huh?" Webster's New Collegiate Diction
ary disagrees: "bio-sphere 'b1-;i-,sfi(;i )r\n 1: 
the part of the world in which life can exist, 2: 
living beings together with their environment." 

Well, just to show you that Mr. Webster can't 
always be exactly on target, past contributors to 
these two pages (present company included) 
define the word as "most any living thing under 
the sun that one wants to write about." And 
that interpretation has lead to some pretty 
bizarre beings and environments. 

Two of my favorites will always be Austin and 
Ed, the Angels at No-name Creek, who rode 
about atop three snapping turtles. Veteran 
readers may recall others including the Whatzat, 
a quizzical half-tree, half-gnome, who loved to 
scare folks out in the woods at night; Miss Hattie 
Wessinger and her battles ;,gainst rogue t9ads 
and elephants; the chicken-hunting ladies of 
Red Clay County and last issue's palmist, 
Madame Marie. 

Linda Laffitte 

I confess that most of these characters were 
concocted from just a pinch of truth and a large 
dash of imagination. But, truth be known, and 
I'm about to tell it, some of the real characters 
around here and the situations they get into 
while working on magazine assignments are just 
as strange as any fiction. 

I direct your attention to "Subduing the 
Silver King," on pages 28 and 29 of this issue. 
Please make note that while our chief 
photographer, Ted oorg, does not have a byline, 
this article comes to you only through his blind 
faith and exceptional stubbomess. 

Six years ago Ted came into the editorial 
offices raving about the idea of catching tarpon 
( everybody knows these fish are traditional 
Florida fighters) in South Carolina waters. Some 
of the fellows at our Marine Resources Division 
in Charleston had been telling Ted that tarpon 
could be caught in several inlets from 
Georgetown to Beaufort. They wooed Ted with 
promises of fantastic photographs of flashing 
giants somersaulting above the waves. Someone 



even managed a dead tarpon (probably caught 
in Florida) as proof. 

Ted careened around the office, flailing his 
hands in imitation of this ultimate sportfishing 
drama, and we all took the bait. Ted gulped 
down a Coke and some crackers and roared off 
for Beaufort while the rest of us, silver images 
dancing through our heads, laid great plans for 
the next is.sue. 

Three years later Ted still careened about 
when it came time to plan our July-August 
is.sue, but the rest of us had stopped taking the 
bait. Ted and his heroic anglers had produced 
nothing more than shots of rolling seas and 
heroic anglers. Nany a tarpon had deigned to 
show its silver scales. 

During the fourth summer of Ted's 
obces.sion, we tried to pack him off to the 
mountains, but he managed to sneak coastward 
on a couple of weekends and brought back 
photographs of some object arched above the 
sea-a tarpon, he swore! "It threw the hook 
about two hundred yards out. " 

In the fifth season of his mania, two fishles.s 
trips were made, and we hoped a cure was in 
sight. Then came a disastrous mixup in meeting 
times and his heroic anglers returned to dock as 
Ted arrived from Columbia. They hoisted up a 
dead tarpon (pos.sibly caught in Florida) and 
announced that the season was over. 

At the height ofTed's "July madnes.s," office 
problems threatened to cancel last year's trip. 
Hurriedly, Ted called aside photographer Phillip 
Jones, dutifully instructed him on the almost 
certainty of fa ilure, and packed him off to the 
coast. 

Phillip returned the next morning with 
"Tarpon - what's the big deal?" and the 
photographs shown herein ( undoubtedly caught 
in our waters). While Ted patted Phillip on the 
back and banged his own head against the wall , 
the rest of us hustled up Marine Resources 
biologist Charles Moore to write the article. We 
won't know ifTed's completely cured until this 
is.sue comes out. 

Jim Seats, who wrote our "Exotic Pets" article 
last December, tried to console Ted by taking 
him along on some after-dark excursions for 
largemouth bas.s. Jim's article in this is.sue, "N ight's 
for the Bas.s," gives some solid tips on how more 
than a few anglers are taking summertime 

trophies. You'll notice that Phillip Jones gets 
some credit on this one too, which makes me 
think that Ted may have worked out quite a hit 
of his frustrations by following Jim's fishing 
advice. 

Our cover photograph comes from an 
as.signment taken on by managing editor Nancy 
Coleman and staff photogapher Robert Clark. 
"Reach for the Wind" is about all those folks 
who prefer to enjoy our state's outdoors by 
hanging or bobbing about on air currents and 
waves rather than plodding on good 'ole terra 
firma. When I suggested a first-person approach 
to this article, Nancy begged off with a note 
from her husband Pat announcing impending 
parenthood. In spite of her ballooning 
condition, Nancy did a thorough job by 
interviewing folks in the soaring and sailing 
busines.s while Robert focused on the individuals 
who insist they can fly. 

Our Jane Simons did the article "The Living 
Rocks," which takes you on a tour of some of the 
state's better known rock outcrops. If you've ever 
wondered how or why these scenic areas came 
about, now is the time to find out. 

Jane says she, art director Kay Jackson, and 
our photographers followed State Geological 
Survey head man, Olie Olson, and his bouncing 
trowel around until they had first-degree stone 
bruises. The things which most impressed her 
were not the rock outcrops, but the graffiti , 
careles.snes.s, and litter of other folks. That's a 
pretty sad statement on humankind. 

While we're on the subject of human failings, 
as.sistant editor Tom Poland's article, "Operation 
Game Thief," gives some facts about a program 
that's been highly succes.sful in curbing other 
state's profes.sional and amateur game law 
violators. Tom did the article we ran a few is.sues 
ago on poaching which mentioned that some 
type of reward system was needed for citizens 
who as.sisted our conservation officers in making 
arrests. A bill to put "Game Thief' in operation 
here is before the legislature at this writing, and I 
sure hope it passes. Whatever the outcome, it's 
about time that each of us realizes that ignoring 
illegal acts against our wi ldlife resources isn't all 
that different from the behavior of those who 
commit them. 

And don't kid yourself that those who help 
are only grownup tattletales out for their own 
financial gain. You'd do everything pos.sible to 

catch the jerk who broke into your home and 
stole your guns or fishing tackle, so why is it 
different when he steals the game you enjoy 
watching and pursuing? 

Bob Campbell of our Charleston office says 
it's also time we stopped thinking of our oceans 
as infinite. In "South Carolina's Saltwater 
Heritage," Bob and Charles Moore (Charlie is 
the one who really knows anglers that catch 
tarpon) point up the fact that we don't know 
how many anglers or fish our coastal waters can 
support. What we do know is that saltwater 
fishing is becoming increasingly popular while 
acces.s and prime fish feeding and nursery 
grounds are growing scarce. 

Pete Laurie, also of our Charleston office, 
figures that at least one creature, the horseshoe 
crab, has an excellent chance of surviving our 
assault on the oceans. This little invertebrate 
has been around almost unchanged for several 
hundred million years. Pete also says the critter 
is neither a horseshoe nor a crab. You can read 
more about it in Pete's natural history article, "A 
Crab That Isn't," with illustrations by staff 
artist, Linda Laffitte. 

Don't tell Linda if you like her art, 'cause she's 
one of those people who are never pleased with 
the results of their efforts. We enjoy locking her 
in the closet to avoid a string of"just-one-more
itty-bitty-change" before packaging up the 
magazine for the printer. 

Freelance writer Scott Derks (he's done so 
many articles for us that he seems like one of the 
staff) sent in a story about a bit more than a man 
and fishing reel you see in "Grandpa's Reel." I 
think that all of us will remember someone 
special from this one. 

If you cherish the belief that hoop snakes roll 
downhill, rattlers always need a pilot, and 
milksnakes can drain a herd of Guernseys, don't 
read Herb Johnson's "Snake Lore." Herb is a 
Greenville freelancer who's never been snake
bit, but he got to thinking about that pos.sibility 
while taking a somewhat tongue-in-cheek look 
at these reptiles and the tales attached to them. 
Thus, the side piece on what to do if you are so 
victimized. 

That's 'most everything under the sun that I 
can tell you about the making of this is.sue exept 
that it's great to be back to sixty-four pages. ·• 
- JOHNDAVIS 
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Licking the Weed Problem 
& to the "new" hydrilla 

problem in the Santee-Cooper, a 
fellow outdoorsman recently 
remarked, "If we can put a man on 
the moon, we can sure as heck lick 
the weed problem - given 
enough funding." It would seem 
thatamilliondollars, in$100,000 
increments for ten years, would be 
a pretty sizeable start toward 
solving the money matter. 

Establishment of such a trust 
fund for study, etc., of the Santee
Cooper basin was key to the 
compromise agreement ultimately 
reached between Union Camp 
Corporation and the Citizens to 
Preserve the Santee-Cooper. As I 
read that agreement, use of the 
funds to combat the hydrilla 
menace is clearly within its 
purpose and parameters. 

According to at least some 
experts I've seen quoted, hydrilla, 
if left unchecked or uncontrolled, 
could essentially destroy effective 
recreational use of Lake Marion 
within a decade and ultimately 
Lake Moultrie as well. Assuming 
that to be the case, could there 
possibly be a more appropriate use 
for this money? I think not, and 
both the South Carolina and 
Richland County Game & Fish 
Associations have so urged publicly. 

For the record, a committee 
comprised of one representative 
each of the Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, the 

Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, the Water Resources 
Commission {Danny L. Johnson, 
Chairman of the South Carolina 
Aquatic Plant Management 
Council) , the Citizens to Preserve, 
and Union Camp essentially hold 
the purse strings to the fund . 
Hopefully, that committee will 
adopt this obviously tailor-made 
use for the funds, inasmuch as lack 
of money has been repeatedly cited 
as a stumbling block toward 
finding the best solution and then 
implementing it. 

Solutions proposed to date, of 
course, range all the way from 
grass-eating carp {apparently used 
successfully in Arkansas) or other 
fish to treatment with chemical or 
biological agents, to mechanical . 
harvesters, to periodic drawdowns, 
etc. But experts collectively or 
individually express some 
reservation as to all. Nevertheless, 
"If we can put a man on the 
moon ... . " 

Indeed, Florida has already 
suffered tremendous explosions of 
hydrilla in some of its lakes, and 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
officials are apparently quite 
concerned at confirmation of 
hydrilla in August of 1982. Being a 
native South Carolinian, I would 
certainly hope and trust our state 
would take a leadership role in 
seeking solutions for the benefit of 
all concerned. 

Incidentally, Union Camp, in 
its Lake Marion Assessment of July 
1980, warned at least eight times 
that the existence ofhydrilla in 
Lake Marion had been established 
asearlyas 1979. Thatdocument, 
prepared by Environmental 
Research & Technology Inc., was 
widely distributed to all interested 
parties. 

My compliments to the South 
Carolina Wildlife staff for a 
continuing excellent publication. 
It surpasses all similar ones I've 
seen from other areas. 
H. Kelley Jones 
Cayce 
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Recognizing the Conservancy 
I was quite interested in your 

guide on where to find "everything 
you ever wanted to know about the 
out-of-doors " in the March-April 
1983 issue. 

The South Carolina Nature 
Conservancy has assisted the 
South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department in 
the acquisition and protection of 
28,000 acres of unique land in 
South Carolina. Last year it 
donated $19, COO to the South 
Carolina Heritage Trust Program, 
was active in promoting the 
Wildlife tax checkoff, and has 
basically been involved in the 
long-range, balanced, non
conflict view of protecting South 
Carolina's environment. 

Have any other non-profit 
organizations contributed more to 
merit a line of recognition? 
Jack 0. Walker 
SCNCBoard 
Columbia 

Editor's Note: We heartily agree 
that the Nature Ccmservancy 
contributes greatly t.otvard the 
preservation of our state's rare and 
endangered species, unique plant 
communities, and irreplaceable 
natural areas. 

The governmental agencies and 
private organizations listed in our 
March-April 1983 "Field Trip" were 
presented in respcmse w numerous 
requests from our younger readers 
( ages 6-14) for specific sources of 
informational pamphlets and 
materials on the categories shown. 
Based upon the information provided 
us, the Ccmservancy currently does 
not supply such materials for 
youngsters. However, we encourage 
readers of all ages interested in the 
W'.)Tk of the Ccmservancy w write w: 
The S. C. Nature Ccmservancy, 
P.O. Box 5475, Columbia, South 
Carolina, 29250. 

Derks Story Draws Fire 
Although the article on gun 

control by Mr. Scott Derks in the 
January issue is more seasoned than 
most such articles by persons 
advocating gun control, his 
personal bias comes through quite 
clearly. 

For instance, on page 19 he 
says, "Recent polls indicate that 
sixty-two percent of all Americans 
want tougher gun laws .... " 

The editor's note on page 21 
shows that when the vote was 
actually in, sixty-three percent of 
those in California voted against 
such control. IfI remember 
correctly the good people of New 
Hampshire voted approximately 
seventy-five percent in favor of a 
Constitutional amendment 
guaranteeing their right to 
continue to own guns. 

It should be pointed out that the 
crime rate has increased in Morton 
Grove since its unconstitutional 
ordinance, and that crime has 
decreased in Kennesaw since that 
city started requiring every adult to 
own a hand gun. There is 
absolutely no city anywhere in the 
world where the crime rate has 
decreased after imposing gun 
control legislation. One could cite, 
of course, the very low crime rate 
in countries such as the U.S. S. R. 
or in communist China. That is, if 
one cares to ignore the crimes 
perpetrated against the people by 
the government itself. lfone 
includes crimes by the government 
against the people, then certainly 
theU.S.S.R. hasoneofthe 
highest crime rates anywhere in 
the world. 

The number of deaths due to 
accidental discharge of firearms is 
actually quite low compared to 
accidental deaths from other 
causes, including swimming, 
home accidents, automobile 
accidents, and so forth. States that 
have required safety training before 
obtaining a hunting license have 
further reduced this accidental 
death rate rather dramatically. 

I 



confines to which it was originally Law Enforcement and Criminal 
limited. Gun control is not in the Justice, part of the U.S. Justice 
interest of the people. implication is that the murderers Department, states in reference to 

In conclusion, I would like to Gary P. Todd, M. D. and their victims are the "typical" polls such as Gallup and Harris, 
point out that there are four factors Waynesville, North Carolina acquaintance or neighbor. Dr. "They ( the polls) have been quite 
which have produced freedom on Richard B. Drooz, author of disappointing in the major surveys 
this planet. The fi rst was the rise of There is an erroneous statement "Handguns and Hokum" Uoumal to be methodologically deficient 
the small independent business made by Scott Derks' article "Gun of the American Medical and substantively incomplete in 
man who insisted on a government Control: From Morton Grove to Association, July 4, 1977), discusses the examination of weapons 
which would protect his abili ty to Kennesaw." He stated, " ... a gun this relationship: "A favorite ownership, availability, and 
trade and conduct business. The purchased for self-protection is six argument of the gun control relationship to violent crime." 
second factor was the advent of the times more likely to kill a member advocates is . .. showing that most It certainly is not accurate to 
printing press, and especially the of your family than an intruder. .. " homicides are impulsive crimes of state people's desire for "tougher" 
printing of the Bible in the I want to quote Don B. Kates, a passion in family quarrels ... fails to gun laws. Does it mean a simple 
language of the people. Men who Yale lawyer, from his book state several important permit, registration, restrictive 
have studied the Bible come to Restricting Handguns: The Uberal details .... First, there are availability, or prohibition? 
realize that through Jesus Christ Skeptics Speak Out: "The least demographic factors in homicides An indication of the nebulosity 
they are sons of God, and such scrupulous (report) is one that has that occur among families and of these polls is the case where 
men will not bow to anyone or been widely quoted for the statistic friends. Second, criminals Missouri residents expressed their 
anything. The printing press also that the number of people killed sometimes express their desire for certain gun laws. Their 
allowed men who had a flame for accidently by firearms in the home criminality toward relatives and desired gun laws had been in 
freedom to influence people is six times greater than the friends. Third, alcohol use plays a existence in that state for over sixty 
beyond their generation. All of number of robbers or burglars killed major role in homicides. Fourth, years - a good example of the 
these factors are present by such firearms. At first blush, grouping together 'family members lack of knowledge of the laws on 
throughout the world today but are this is a very impressive indictment or other people who know each the part of those polled! 
not fully sufficient to produce of the keeping of handguns for self- other' includes criminal lncidently, East St. Louis 
freedom. Poland is a classic defense . But, upon examination, it competitors and enemies ... . The repealed their gun law preventing 
example. It was the combination of turns out that the rabidly anti-gun frequent claim or implication that residents from transporting 
the above factors, along with the authors of this study manufactured intrafamily crimes of passion firearms outside their home. 
universal availability of firearms, their statistics by an unannounced account for a very large percent of F. Randall Harris 
which combined on the North transfer of gun suicides into the homicides has been disproved by Greenville 
American continent to produce tiny category of gun accident the New York Police Department 
the American Revolution. High deaths. Since the number of yearly study of 1,592 homicides occuring Where's the Sport? 
ideals are great, but without the handgun suicides is about forty- in 1975 (New Yark Times, June 13 , South Carolina Wilcllife states 
means to enforce those high ideals four times the numberofhandgun 1976, p.l) ." "Dedicated to the Conservation, 
upon governments, freedom fatalities, the effect of this sleight- Mark K. Benenson, former Protection and Restoration of Our 
cannot exist. of-hand is to exaggerate the American chairman of Amnesty Wildlife, And to the Education of 

There will always remain a number of accidents by upwards of International, also addresses this Our People to the Value of Our 
dynamic tension between 4,400 percent, rendering the issue from Restricting Handguns: Resources." Did you forget your 
governments and those ruled. accident-to-self-defense The Uberal Skeptics Speak Out: primary intentions of the magazine 
Every government in existence, comparison worthless." "Sociopathic, disturbed, and/or when the recent fera l hog hunting 
including our own, has tried to Mr. Kates addressed the authors deranged people have relatives, article was published ? 
suppress those elements which of this study for an explanation. He friends, or acquaintances, just as This practice of so-called 
produce freedom. We should not never received one! ordinary citizens do. The hunting where a dog is allowed and 
expect that situation to ever Mr. Derks was not clear in his difference is that while the average encouraged co catch and fight a 
change. That is why when the statement about what deaths he citizen - including the average hog, and both dogs and pigs are 
people of North America created was referring to. gun owner - virtually never kills mutilated or killed is comparable to 
the state and federal governments Barbara E. Harris anyone, the sociopathic, etc., pit fighting using dogs, which is 
called the United States of Taylors aberrant is responsible for most strictly illegal in chis state. 
America, we bound these murders." Hog hunting without dogs 
governments with a constitution to I take exception to Scott Derks' L. James Ridge would be a sport, but I suppose a 
limit their powers. The current statement " ... nearly thirty percent Pomaria "special breed of hunters" as the 
political struggles are a result of of all murder victims were related ones from Sumter interviewed in 
government continuing to attempt to the killer, and forty-eight I disagree with the validity of your article need to rely on their 
to extend its powers, and the percent knew their attacker. " I Mr. Derks' "recent polls" indicating unknowing dogs to make the capture. 
people trying to bring the don't question the numbers, but I sixty-two percent of Americans Betty Crosby 
government back within the do question the implication. The want more gun laws. The Institute of Sumter 
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Closer kin to spiders and scorpions than crabs, the 
horseshoe crab got its misnomer from its hard sheU and 
general shape. Despite its fearsome appearance and long 
pointed tail, the horseshoe actually helps humans in the 
detection of disease. 

The Crab That Isn't 
by Pete Laurie 

If, on the beach one day, you should see a dark brown armored creature with ten legs 
and a long ix>inted tail, don't be concerned. It's just a horseshoe crab. 

Thought to have evolved about 200 million years ago, horseshoe crabs are not really 
crabs at all. They belong to a mostly extinct class of arthropods_called the merostomata, 
characterized by five or six pairs of abdominal appendages modified as gills, and by a 
spike-like tail, or telson. The five living species of horseshoe crabs belong to one of two 
subclasses of the merostomata, the xiphosura. The other subclass, the eurypterida, is 
made up of the giant water scorpions, some of which reached three feet in length. 
Although the eurypterida now are extinct, they are thought to have given rise to 
modem spiders and scorpions. 

Although not abundant locally, their hard shells are a common sight on most 
beaches. Horseshoe crabs occur from Texas to Maine with the larger animals ( up to 
sixty centimeters in length) inhabiting an area of the coast from Georgia to Cape Cod. 
They have a wide range of temperature tolerance although southern animals can 
withstand higher temperatures while animals from Massachusetts have survived being 
frozen into solid blocks of ice. 

The dark brown body of a horseshoe crab consists of three parts: a large 
cephalothorax bearing the appendages that surround the mouth, a smaller "abdomen" 
bearing the gill flaps, and a long ix>inted telson. A thick leathery carapace, concave 
below, completely conceals the animal. Powerful muscles can flex or extend each 
section. 

Contrary to !X)pular belief, the tail contains no barb or stinger and is used in 
locomotion and to right the animal should it be flipped on its back in the surf. Indians 
once used telsons for fish spearheads. 

Five pairs of walking legs, all tipped with small pincers, surround the mouth. The 
first four pairs oflegs gather food, which is crushed by the heavy bases of the legs and 
pushed forward toward the mouth. The fifth pair of legs is modified for cleaning gills 
and to push away mud and silt during burrowing. The gills, referred to as book gills 
because of their unique morphology, move back and forth continually for constant 
circulation and to provide added propulsion. With two types oflegs and a dragging 
tail, horseshoe crabs make a variety of tracks as they move along wet sand. Fossil records 
of these tracks once confused scientists who thought they were made by several different 
extinct birds. The scientists wondered why these birds always seemed to be following 
each other. The theoretical birds were laid to rest when a perfectly fossilized horseshoe 
crab was unearthed at the end of a set of tracks. It was a simple matter then to place a 
living crab on a beach and note that it produced all the tracks attributed to the birds. 

Anterior to the mouth is a gizzard equipped with !X)werful muscles to grind food. 
Indigestible parts of food are regurgitated. Horseshoe crabs have a well-developed 
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circulatoiy system with a dorsal tubular heart located along the length of the intestine. 
A pair of compound eyes sit near the top of the crab's forward section. These eyes 

may detect movement but cannot form images. Because of the size and transmission 
properties of the crab's compound eyes, they are among the best understood sensoiy 
organs known. 

Little is known about the relevance of the eye to the living animal, however. Two 
additional pairs of less functional or degenerate eyes lie just ahead of a row of small 
spines on the dorsal surface. The third pair of eyes may be functional during the crab's 
larval stages. More active at night and spending much of their time burrowing, 
horseshoe crabs apparently do fine with their limited visual perception of the world. 

Like some insects, notably honeybees, horseshoe crabs are able to detect polarized 
light. A crab removed from the water and placed on the beach will immediately tum 
towards the surf and return to the ocean, provided the sky is at least partially clear. On 
cloudy days, crabs cannot detect the angle of polarization of sunlight and move 
sluggishly and at random. 

Horseshoe crabs frequent beaches and inlets, preferring areas of high salinity. They 
seldom venture far into inshore waters. Although they can swim quite well in quiet 
water, they basically are bottom-dwellers. When swimming they tum on their backs, 
using the rounded contour of the shell as a boat hull. Moving their legs and gill plates in 

When a horseshoe takes a notion to 
swim, it runs along the ocean bottom, 
pumping its legs to gain momentum, and 
finall y turning a backwards somersault to a 
legs-up position. The crab uses its shell as a 
boat and its legs and book gills as oars. 
When it stops, it floats to the bottom and 
flips itself over with its tail. 

unison, they may swim for several minutes before resting and slowly sinking to the . 
bottom. The same contoured shape of the shell that aids the swimming crab allows ~ 
currents to slip easily over a crab on the bottom without dislodging it. ~ 

Meandering slowly along the bottom, they feed on a variety of marine wonns, duck ~ 
clams, surf clams, and other small invertebrates and algae. In the New England area, ... 
they prey on soft-shell clams, an economically valuable resource. In South Carolina ~ ,1,,. 

~~ ~.~~~ ~-<'){\ 

waters, their rather small population and preference for offshore areas leave little impact 
on fisheries. They do, however, sometimes frighten bathers and beach-goers, especially 
during the breeding season when they appear on the beach in considerable numbers. 

D uring the spring and summer mating season, horseshoe crabs come inshore in 
pairs, the smaller males clasping the posterior margin of the female's abdomen with 
specialized claws. Studies in Florida have shown that the males, which on the breeding 
grounds generally outnumber the females by three or four to one, patrol the shallow 
water just beyond the beach to intercept the incoming females. The female digs a 
shallow nest in the sand near the high tide mark and deposits 200 to 300 bluish-green 
eggs, which are fertilized externally by the accompanying male. As the tide recedes, the 
pair retreats into the surf but may return on successive tides to repeat the process. 
Where horseshoe crabs are abundant, they sometimes pave the entire water's edge like 
so many living cobblestones. 

Most breeding activity is timed to correspond with the full moon or the new moon. 
Tides are highest during these phases, which allows the crabs to deposit the eggs veiy 
high in the intertidal zone where they can be reached by aquatic predators only a couple 
of hours each tidal cycle. Some nesting also has been reported in subtidal areas. 
Horseshoe crabs are absent along much of the Gulf Coast possibly because the veiy 
small rise and fall of the tides does not provide them with suitable nesting habitat. 

Even as they are being laid, the eggs may be eaten by any number offish. At low 
tide, gulls and shorebirds may find the nest if it's not well buried. Probably half of the 
eggs are lost within the first twenty-four hours. Most of the rest hatch unless they are 
unearthed by a storm. On the next spring tide, two weeks after the eggs are laid, the 
developing crab embiyos are ready to hatch. But the abrasive action of the wave-driven 
sand must cut through the encompassing membrane of the egg before the tiny, tailless 
free-swimming larvae emerge. 

After their first molt, usually toward the end of the summer, the larvae develop a 
tail. They continue to grow in stages, molting each time. Smaller animals molt on the 
surface, while the larger animals usually buiy themselves below in the bottom. At first 
the larvae have only two of the three pairs of book gills; the others develop during 
successive molts. 

Just prior to molting, the skin separates from the shell, which then splits open along 
the front margin. The crab digs into the sand and swallows huge amounts of water. 
Eventually it emerges through the sli t in the shell and uses the ingested water to expand 
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Shielded by spines near the top of the shell, 
the large pair of compound eyes can't form 
images, but can detect motion and 
polarized light. A cloudy day, however, 
will leave the animal somewhat befuddled. 
A second pair of eyes lie just ahead of the 
spines on the dorsal surf ace, and 
a third pair may be functional 
during the larval stage. 

The horseshoe crab's deep, narrow mouth 
is surrounded by a pair of short pincers and 
five pairs of strong legs. Because the bristly 
bases of the legs chew the food and push it 
into the mouth, the animal must move to 
eat. In walking, the first four pairs of legs 
lift the body up, and flaps on the modified 
fifth pair open and push forward like ski 
poles. Thus the crab lurches forward and 
falls, lurches and falls , plowing through the 
mud in search of food. 

The male can be distinguished by its 
smaller size and its specialized front pair of 
pincers shaped like a fist and thumb. With 
these, the ''bull'' crab clasps the rear edge 
of the "cow" as she comes inshore to lay 
( see illustration, page 7). She digs and 
lays; he fertilizes as she drags him over the 
nest. 

Unlike crabs, which back out of their shells 
to molt, the horseshoe comes through a slit 
along the front margin, as if spitting itself 
out. The crab fills itself full of water as the 
new shell forms, and the water is gradually 
replaced by body mass. 

9 
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Horseshoe Crab, 
Limulus polyphemus 

Description: Adults up to two feet in length. 
Dark brown body in two sections connected /ry 
flexible hinge, long pointed tail. Hard 
exoskeleton, concave belaw,covers entire animal. 
Five pairs of wal.king legs, tipped with small 
claws. 

Range and habitat: Inhabits beaches and inlets, 
seldom venturing into inshore areas of law 
salinity. Abundant on some beaches during 
spring breeding season. 

Food: Marine «mm.S, clams, and other 
mollusks. 

its volume by about a quarter. The next twenty-four hours or so are spent motionless 
under the sand until the new shell hardens. Gradually, the growing mass of the crab 
replaces the ingested water as the crab fills out in its new shell. 

The discarded shell remains buried in the sand until displaced by a storm and thrown 
up onto the beach. In some cases, the escape slit at the front of the shell grows back 
together, suggesting that the entire animal is still intact. 

Juveniles stay in the intertidal zone. There, during low tide, they are subject to very 
few predators, and at high tide, they can burrow into the sand to escape. Although they 
prefer subtidal areas, adults seldom are preyed upon by other marine animals. 

As horseshoe crabs become older, they generally molt only once each year, usually in 
mid-summer. During their final molt, they develop accessory reproductive apparatus 
and their sexual organs become functional. At age three, they are sexually mature. 

The first settlers to this country fed horseshoe crabs to their pigs and chickens. The 
hard shells were cut open and broken, and the domestic animals left to pick the meat 
out. 

Later, a more extensive fishery developed in the Delaware Bay area of southern New 
Jersey. Horseshoe crabs were caught in fence-like traps strung perpendicular to the 
shoreline. The captured crabs were stacked in pens until dry and then ground into 
fertilizer. 

This fishery peaked around 1850 and by 1920 catches began to decline due to 
overharvesting. By 1960 the fishery was no longer profitable and had ended. Long
lived animals like horseshoe crabs generally cannot withstand such heavy fishing 
pressure with no regulation. 

Horseshoe crab blood is-6lue not red, since copper is used to transport oxygen 
instead of iron. This blue blood contains only one type of cell, known as an 
amoebocyte, and thus has a much simpler makeup than the blood of other animals. 
Human blood, for example, contains red blood cells, several types of white blood cells, 
as well as fragments called platelets. 

Because of their blood, horseshoe crabs have recently become the rather unlikely 
subjects of biomedical research. The amoebocytes in their blood can be separated 
readily from the plasma, and a substance called lysate can be isolated from the 
amoebocytes. In the 1950s, it was discovered that lysate is extremely sensitive to the 
presence of endotoxins and can be used to detect this killer in humans. Although other 
tests are available, the lysate test is faster and more sensitive. 

Many bacteria that affect humans contain endotoxins, which can enter the 
bloodstream of victims of burns, shock, or infectious disease. Very small amounts of 
endotoxins in the bloodstream can cause severe illness or death. 

Blood is extracted from "donor" crabs by inserting a needle into the hinge between 
the head and abdomen. After about a cup of blood is removed from each animal, it is 
released - apparently without any lasting effects. 

Bob Gault of Gault Seafood Company in Beaufort buys about sixty-five thousand 
horseshoe crabs a year from commercial shrimpers. The peak season is in late spring when 
the crabs are breeding and close to the beach. The crabs are a bycatch of shrimp 
trawling and normally would be discarded. About two hundred millimeters of blood are 
drawn from each animal before it is returned to the wild. Gault sells the blood to several 
medical laboratories. He also has supplied live animals to Israel for aquaculture 
experiments. 

Although Gault has been in the horseshoe crab business since about 1972, he has 
seen no decrease in the population. His operation, however, is the only one that he is 
aware of in North Carolina, South Carolina, or Georgia. 

To gain more knowledge of these crabs, Gault tatooed identification numbers onto 
the shells of about 2,500 crabs prior to releasing them about three years ago. To date he 
has recovered six of the tagged animals. Gault said that while horseshoe crabs can 
replenish the volume of the extracted blood within twenty minutes of re-emersion into 
seawater, the crabs require ninety days to restore the vital amoebocytes to their original 
level. 

Although these animals are becoming more and more popular for various types of 
biomedical research and classroom dissections, little is known about how this will 
ultimately affect their populations. _,,,,_, 
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JULY 1-3. 
"Freedom Weekend Aloft." A 

balloon festival with 160 hot-air 
balloons, entertainment, arts and 
crafts, fireworks, picnics, clogging, 
parachuting, key-grabbing contest 
for Rolls Royce, food. Place: 
Greenville. For more information, 
contact the Greenville Chamber 
of Commerce, (803) 242-1050 or 
(803) 232-2404 .. 
JULY 1-31. 

Annual Juried Art Show. Art 
show featuring Greenville Artist 
Guild and the Greenville County 
Museum of Art. Place: Greenville. 
For more information, contact the 
GreenvilleArtsCouncil, (803) 
232-2404. 
JULY2-4. 

Second Annual Georgetown 
July Fourth Blast. All species two
day fishing tournament with 
inshore and offshore division 
competition. Boats are encouraged 
to fish for both small inshore and 
large offshore fish species (bas.s, 
trout, flounder, billfish, sailfish, 
marlin, king mackerel, 
respectively). Winner will be 
based on a point system of overall 
largest inshore and offshore 
catches. Place: Georgetown 
Landing Marina. For more 
information, contact Marshall 
Truluck, P.O. Box 1704, 
Georgetown, S.C., 29440, (803) 
546-1776. 
JULY4. 

Independence Day Parade. An 
impromptu event, the parade 

meets itself coming and going as it 
reverses en route. Vacationers can 
participate with local people in the 
parade. Place: Pawleys Island. For 
more information, contact the 
Georgetown Chamber of 
Commerce, P.O. Box 1443, 
Georgetown, S.C., 29440, (803) 
546-8436. 
JULY4. 

Annual Independence Day 
Celebration. Music, games, 
fireworks, demonstrations. Place: 
Charleston. For more information, 
contact Charles Towne Landing, 
1500 Old Towne Road, 
Charleston, S.C., 29407, (803) 
556-4450. 
JULY4. 

Mountain Rest Hillbilly Day. 
Fl yeasting competition, exhibits, 
old timey shingle-making 
("shaks"), hillbilly-type crafts, 
greased-pig chase, greased-pole 
contest, country music, "best 
dressed" hillbilly, "best fiddler," 
and "best banjo" competitions, 
barbecue, Brunswick stew, cakes, 
souvenirs. Place: Mountain Rest. 
For more information, contact 
Roger Brown, (803) 638-2038, or 
Miriam Dawson, (803) 638-525 1. 
JULY 6, SEPTEMBER 12. 

Peter Cram: Wildlife and 
Other Images. These works by one 
of South Carolina's young 
photographers convey a sense of 
timeles.sness, a feeling that we will 
always have tomorrow. Raised in 
the Lowcountry near Bluffton, 
Peter Cram has combined his love 
of wildlife, especially dolphins, 
with professional study to produce 
these beautiful photographs 
celebrating nature. Place: USC 
McKissick Museum, Columbia. 
For more information, call Karen 
Willoughby (803) 777-6889. 
JULYS, 17. 

S. C. Peach Festival.Tractor 
pulls, tennis matches, arts, crafts, 
bluegras.s music, "peach jello" 
gimmick, beauty pageant. One of 
the entertainment features will be 
singer "Sylvia." Place: Gaffney. For 

more information, contact 
Cherokee County Chamber of 
Commerce, P.O. Box 1119, 
Gaffney, S.C., 29342, (803) 
489-5721. 
JULY9-17. 

Beaufort Water Festival. 
Fishing tournament, swim meet, 
sailing regatta, parachute jump 
event, community activities 
displays, Beaufort Museum tour, 
band concert, historic house tour, 
talent contest, boat show, ladies' 
and mens' golf tournaments, 
bingo, food fair, "Hilton Head" 
night, children's day at Waterfront 
Park, Verdier House tour, cruises, 
bluegras.s music, arts and crafts 
show, bed races, "Lowcountry 
supper" on Waterfront Park, 
antique show, beauty pageant, 
"concert on the street" dance, 
parade, "Ronald McDonald" 
magic show, "Mr. Wings" air 
show, motorized hang-gliding and 
ski show, commodores ball, rock 
dance, powered-boat races, 
"Blessing of the Fleet." Place: 
Beaufort. For more information, 
contact Joy Boston, Water 
Festival, P.O. Box 52, Beaufort, 
s.c., 29902, (803) 524-0600. 
JULYlS-17. 

S.C. Festival of Flowers. 
Garden tours, juried sculpture and 
3-0 show, tennis tournament, art 
show and sale, radio-controlled 
model aircraft competition, photo 
contest and exhibit, one-mile and 
five-mile road races, beauty 
pageant. More than sixty 
craftsmen will display, 
demonstrate, and sell their crafts. 
Place: Greenwood. For more 
information, contact Greenwood 
ChamberofCommerce, P.O. Box 
980, Greenwood, S.C., 29648, 
(803) 223-8431. 
JULY20-21. 

Summerthing Arts Festival. 
Local art displays and trading 
crafts, frog-jumping contest, doll 
show, talent show. Place: Sumter. 
For more information, contact 
Mary Hinson, 36 Artillery Drive, 
Sumter, S.C., 29150, (803) 
773- 9363. 

JULY30-31,AUGUST 13 -14. 
Tarpon Tournament. Fishing 

competition for tarpon only. Place: 
Edisto Beach. For more 
information, contact David 
Amick, Edisto Marina, Box 390, 
Edisto Beach, S.C., 29438, (803) 
869-2203. 
AUGUST6. 

Little Mountain Reunion. 
Two-stage entertainment by 
"Cedar Woods Children Stage." 
Ralph Waldrop will build a 
playground mural with spectators' 
participation. Hugging contest, 
barbecue, road race, parade, hot
air balloon rides, arts and crafts, 
exhibits, street dance. Place: Little 
Mountain. For more information, 
contact Buddy Johnson, (803) 
254-0961. 
AUGUST6. 

Flower Day. Displays, short 
talks, flower show by Garden Club 
of South Carolina, self-guided 
tours. Place: Clemson. For more 
information, contact Nancy 
Mattison, (803) 656-3403. 
AUGUST 12, 14. 

Tractor Pull. Amateur tractor 
pull on Friday and professional 
tractor pulls on Saturday and 
Sunday, food, hats, and T-shirt 
sales. Place: Saluda. For more 
information, contact Gerald 
Cromer, Route 1, Saluda, S.C., 
29138, (803) 445-3384. 
AUGUST 13, 20. 

The Windsurfer Western 
Hemisphere Championships. 
Hundreds of the world's best 
windsurfers compete at the Wild 
Dunes Beach and Racquet Club. 
Weight divisions for both sexes, 
and a separate division for women 
only. Also slalom free-style and 
long-distance events. Place: Isle of 
Palms. For more information, 
contact Walter Pringle, (803) 
884- 6116. 

To list an event, contact Tricia 
Way, Souch Carolina Wildlife , P. 0. 
Box 167, Columbia, S.C., 29202, 
(803) 758-0001. • 

Events 
II 
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Large bass have a tendene,ytobe 
very noisy when feeding at night.In 
the ultrasilence, their rolls and 
splashes magnify until the angler's 
mouth gets dry and hands shake as 
the first cast arcs into darkness. 

NIGHT'S FOR 
by!ml!! BASS 

As our small john boat 
slid into the water, 

the night critters hushed with that instantaneous 
quiet that always follows an inttusion upon their 
world. Sounds from the two-acre lake's shallows 
and weed beds proved that our quarry was still 
very active. 

"That's right, make enough noise to scare all 
of'em back into deep water!" muttered Jimmy 
Kitchens, my partner and night fishing 
instructor. Sheepishly, I eased the boat toward 
the bush where my topwater plug dangled, while 
Jimmy continued. "You gotta make every cast 
count with these night feeding hawgs." 

Off to our left a heavy fish rolled against the 
bank, making a sound like a hunk of firewood 
hitting the water. The next sound was that of 
Jimmy's big black Jitterbug smacking into a tree. 
After more than a few adjectives directed toward 
my ancestry, his own, that of his Jitterbug, and 
the attacking tree, Jimmy and I managed casts 

"' that hit the water and settled in for some bass 
~ fishing that made me a confirmed believer in 
~ midsummer night fishing. 

Many large bass in small- to medium-sized 
ponds and lakes will not consider an angler's best 
offerings during the day. A plug or worm worked 
on top at night can produce the exact opposite 
results with these same fish. Shallow coves and 
flats in old river oxbows and large reservoirs are 
additional night spots for bass fishing. 

All freshwater fish are basically nocturnal. 
Lacking eyelids, fish are extremely subject to 
bright light and seek cover or dark cool depths 
during summertime's daylight hours. At night 
these fish may move into the cooling shallows to 
seek food along shoreline cover. 

That first trip with Jimmy convinced me that 
night plugging can be a topwater angler's 
summer success secret and taught me the two 
primary needs of after dark fishing: depth 
perception and a sound knowledge of the area's 
structure. You catch more bass with the lure on 
the water than with it in the bushes. 

Fishing the half- to full-moon cycles allows 
the angler to see obstacles fairly well. Getting on 
the lake just prior to dark also allows your night 
vision to adjust gradually to the darkness. Late 
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afternoon scouting of weed beds, logs, 
overhanging bushes, and brushy areas increases 
your chances of putting the plug in the right 
places once darkness falls. 

If you're completely familiar with the 
shoreline and feel comfortable wading at night, 
you'll have an added advantage in being able to 
make more precise casts at specific targets. 
However, this tactic should be tried only in 
familiar waters while wearing a life jacket. A 
walking stick will prevent many dunkings. 

Those who wade should also learn to slide 
their feet along the bottom rather than use a 
normal walking motion. This helps prevents 
spills and is a big advantage in taking fish. Bass 
can feel the vibration of a footfall up to sixty feet 
away, but they don't seem to be bothered by this 
sliding technique. 

Whether fishing from the water or from a 
boat, an angler should practice at side arm 
casting to skip a plug into tight areas under 
overhanging brush. Skipping seems to attract 
fish rather than scare them, perhaps because 
many night feeding fish use sound to locate their 
prey. 

Dark, noisy surface lures are the most 
productive night lures for bass. A frog-colored 
Dalton Special, a black Devil's Horse, and a 
black Jitterbug are my favorites. Work these 
producers in a slow stop-and-go pattern through 
and around brush and logs and with a 
continuous, controlled motion over open water. 

Ten- to twelve-inch black or purple worms 
also work extremely well. Rig these plastic lures 
weedles.s and keep the worm working on top of 
the water. I like to let the front or head lift and 
fall in a continuous motion while the rest of the 
worm wriggles through the water forming a V 
wake. The plopping action of the worm head 
creates enough noise to attract bass that will 
then zero in on the wake. 

Worms do not work very well on open water 
when the surface is rippled by wind or wave 
action. But in weeds and brush, they can be 
crawled through or over the obstacles and 
plopped into the water, enticing the largemouth 
to erupt in a frenzy that almost takes the rod 
away from you. A black Johnson spoon with a 
black or purple Uncle Josh pork strip or plastic 
worm attached is another good combination for 
such weed bed or shoreline cover. Try to give 

Topwater lures like this Jitterbug attract 
fish throug-i patterns of water disturbance 
resembling those of swimming prey such 
as frogs, mice, and small snakes. 



these lures a bit of sound with a snake-like 
action. 

For a topwater retrieve with these lures, hold 
the rod tip high and start reeling as soon as the 
lure hits the water - just like you would for a 
buzz bait such as the Lunkerlure. The 
Lunkerlure, by the way, is effective in dark colors 
at night. A good five-to-one ratio spinning or 
baitcasting reel is essential for this fast type of 
retrieve. Don't worry about reeling too fast. If 
the bass wants your offering, he'll catch it. 

When fishing for bass at night in thick cover, 
use fifteen- to seventeen-pound monofilament 
tied direct! y to the lure. Any smaller line will 
cost fish as the bass must be brought out of or 
kept away from unseen weeds and cover. 
Wrestling the fish out into open water will cause 
some tear offs, but more fish will be lost by using 
light line and trying to play them. 

Reflex plays an important role in hooking fish 
at night. Since you can't see the lure, you must 
stay tuned to react at the first feel of a strike. As 
the lure hits the water, bass tum toward the 
sound and water for movement. They often hit 
the bait as the retrieve starts but will sometimes 
follow the lure and strike as its movement stops. 

While fishing a small pond last summer, my 
wife Ellen was impressed by her first fish of the 
night, a five-pounder. This fish and my 
assurances that much larger fish were present 
intensified her effort with the Dalton Special. 
After several casts with no takers, Ellen cranked 
the plug into the shore and was about to lift it for 
another cast when the water at her feet exploded 
as one of these "following" fish decided to try 
taking the rod and reel out of her hands. I'd had 
the same type of experience and could well 
appreciate her complete loss of composure for 
several minutes. It was too dark to see how large 
that fish was, but it was big enough to scare the 
bejeepers out of Ellen and make her one of my 
regular night-fishing partners. 

Like anything else that's worth doing, night 
fishing takes determination and a bit of 
perservance. You'll have to scout the water 

· before nightfall and may have to try the same 
body of water several times before you find the 
bass ready to hit anything that moves on top. 
But be assured, if there are large bass there and 
you can't "buy" a strike during the day, night 
plugging is the answer. _ _.., 

A free-lance outdoor writer, Jim Seats writes articles 
based on outdoor issues, informational subjects, and 
occasional humor. His column, ''The Wild Side, ' ' 
appears in "The State'' newspaper. 

Dark lures are the key to 
successful night bassing. Clockwise from 
top: Johnson's spoon, Dalton Special, 
Devil's Horse, ten-inch plasticwonn, 
Jitterbug. 

Scouting productive-looking bass cover 
during daylight is the main requirement for 
successful nighttime fishing. 
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If you're looking 
for low-cost 
outdoor thrills, 
there's bound 
tobe 
a wind sport 
for you! 
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[)J/ti,tM 
as a wave, a leaf, a cloud! 

I fall upon the thomsoflife! I bleed! 
A heavy weight of hours has chain'd and bow'd 
One too like thee -

tameless, and swift, and proud." 

Shelley's plea to the West Wind for a breath 
of its spirit is a common entreaty, whether 
uttered so eloquently or not, for in difficult times 
humans have always looked skyward and 
bemoaned their earthbound existence. 

Physical contests against or as teammate with 
the wind are the most romantic of sports: 
ballooning, sailing, hang gliding, kiting, 
windsurfing. They have their roots in past 
centuries, but for varying reasons are 
experiencing a revival today. During the 
seventies, the West Coast, Europe, and 
Australia led the way in most wind sports, while 
the "down-to-earth" East Coast, including 
South Carolina, waited till this decade 
to take off. 

The prevalent emphasis on physical fitness 
and the high cost of gasoline have South 
Carolinians riding the winds now with the best 
of them - reveling in the serenity and solitude 
missing from other popular sports. With the 
exception of ballooning, wind sports are quite 
inexpensive after an initial investment of $1,000 
or less. 

Experts agree that the first money spent by a 
beginner should be for lessons. 

"You really cannot buy a board and teach 
yourself windsurfing," says Kit Regnery, 
president and owner of Timeout Boats 
Incorporated in Mount Pleasant. "We teach a 
six-hour course and most people pick it up after 
three hours. A lot of them have never sailed, 
surfed, orskiied. We don't care. You don't even 
have to know how to swim. Weight and strength 
aren't really factors. And you don't have to 
understand the wind. Balance is all you need. 
We teach you on the ground and then you 
go out there and flop around for awhile.The 
biggest thing most people have to overcome 
is their lack of confidence." 

"Windsurfer" is actually the brand name for a 
Windsurfer International "boardsailer," the first 
on the market that sold successfully, but the 
name has become generic for the sport. Regnery 
opened the first Windsurfer dealership in the 
Southeast in 1971 when the sport had turned 
hot on the West Coast. In the last three years 
he's seen a marked upsurge in interest here. 

The board, with its sail, boom, and 
daggerboard, costs from $895 to $1,200, weighs 
about fifty pounds, and is easily transported and 
assembled. Depending on the wind conditions 
and the model board, a windsurfer can move at 

When the mocx:l 
strikes, a windsurfer has only 

to pick up his board and head for the nearest 
lake or ocean, leaving sailors to wait for their 

crew and surfers for the big waves. 





A popular site for hang glider pi lots of both 
Carolinas is Grandfather's Mountain near 
Linville, butthesanddunes near Nag's Head 
are better for beginners. 
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twenty knots, faster than all sailboats except 
some catamarands and trimarands. A skilled 
boardsailer can surf down a wave, tum, surf 
upwind, and jump off the top, sometimes 
clearing up to fifty feet. 

"Lakes are great for windsurfing," Regnery 
says. "The ideal condition is flat water, with 
winds not more than fourteen miles per hour for 
a beginner. People who get really good won't 
even go out in winds less than twenty miles per 
hour." 

Windsurfing accidents are rare. When the 
sailor lets go, the sail falls into the water and the 
board stops. The sailor can then climb back on. 
As of June 1, the Coast Guard has required that 
windsurfers wear personal flotation devices like 
other boaters, a measure which increases safety. 

If windsurfing sounds like your kind of sport, 
there'll be a golden opportunity to watch 250 to 
300 of the best in the world in the Windsurfer 
Western Hemisphere Championship August 
13 - 20 at the Wild Dunes Beach and Racket 
Club on the Isle of Palms. 

Windsurfing may surpass its parent sports in 
popularity, as it's more affordable and portable 
than sailing, and supposedly easier and better 
suited for Carolina weather than surfing. 
Professional surfer Greg Elliott of Natural Arts 
Surf Shop at Folly Beach says some surfers do 
express disdain for our waves after they've been 
to Australia or Hawaii, but he enjoys good 
surfing here. Because of the jetties and its 
location in relation to other islands, Folly Beach 
offers the best surfing conditions in the state, he 
says, and has become a sort of "training center" 
for surfers. 

In South Carolina, the Continental Shelf 
makes for a gradual incline, and since surfing is 
better where waves move over deep areas and hit 
steep inclines, surfing is not at its peak here, says 
surfer and Charleston realtor Larson Carter. 
"The surf is better here in the winter, but the 
water is pretty cold then so you have to wear a 
wetsuit." 

Surfing started as a sport for royalty, and the 
better woods were used for the boards of the 
upper crust, Carter explains. Later they began 
making light boards of foam sealed in fiberglass 
and resin. In the thirties, they put fins on them. 
Before that surfers had to bring the rim into the 
water to tum. Today a custom board costs about 
$300, and a used one from $60 to $180. 

"The object is to stay in the breaking part of 
the wave, the curl, where the energy is," Carter 
explains. "You have to watch the winds because 
a wind blowing onshore makes the water rough, 
but an offshore wind holds the wave up and 
makes for good surfing." 

Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, is the best 
spot for surfing on the East Coast, Carter and 
Elliott agree. The East Coast Surfing 
Championship will be held there in early 
September. 

While surfing here is concentrated among a 
young, mostly male group that may long for 
other beaches, sailing has caught on with all 
ages, both sexes, and whole families. "Several 
years ago I had the only catamarand in the Bear 
Creek area of lake Murray. Now there are fifty 
or sixty out there," says Tom Metts, owner of 
Metts Sailboats near Irmo. "Sailboats 
outnumber motorboats on the lake now. It's 
happened within the last six years." 

Sailing clubs take turns sponsoring weekend 
regattas year-round all over the state. "Ifl 
wanted to learn to sail, the first thing I'd do is go 
to the nearest yacht or sailing club and see if 
they offer lessons, because many of them do or 
can tell you where to call," says Mike Williams, 
a wildlife boating officer. "The fundamentals of 
sailing can be learned in a few hours." 

Good courses teach rigging and unrigging; 
nomenclature; safety; how to steer, tack, and 
jibe; moving departure and pickup; marine chart 
reading; navigation; and piloting. After taking a 
course, you could possibly rent a boat or, better 
yet, crew on a friend's boat. Learn on a lake, bay, 
or sound, before considering the ocean. 

"Start with a small boat," Metts warns. "You 
can get a Sunfish or a Scorpion for $1200 new or 
$500 to $800 used. Some of the older brands are 
fiberglass and wood, but most are all fiberglass 
now." 

Good sailing weather is a warm, cloudless 
day, with the wind picking up to ten or fifteen 
miles per hour. The bigger the boat, of course, 
the more wind it can stand. 

"Catamarands and trimarands are the fastest 
double and triple hulls, reaching speeds of 
twenty to twenty-five miles per hour," Williams 
says. "The fastest monohulls are lightnings or 
fliers, which move about twelve to fourteen 
miles per hour." 

Metts' personal Super Cat by Boston Whaler 
will pull skiers at thirty miles per hour. 

"There are those sailors who don't consider 
cats true sailboats, who think speed defeats the 
purpose of sailing," Williams says. "Then those 
who go after speed just think the other guys have 
less fun. For me, I appreciate not needing fuel, 
and just relaxing, enjoying the quiet soothing 
sound of the halyard slapping the mast." 

Nofl: ~- /"\ can compare to the quiet known 
by ~lider, according to Hugh Morton, 
ownerof Grandfather Mountain at Linville, 
North Carolina. "It's absolutely different from 
anything else you could experience," he says. 
"It's so quiet you can talk to a fellow gliding 
nearby." 

Hang gliders worldwide know about 
Grandfather's Mountain, where the most 
prestigious international event, the Masters of 
Hang Gliding Championship, will be held 
August 20 - 28. 





To pick up the I ingo and learn the ropes of 
sai ling, a noviceshouldtrycrewingfor 
another sailor before investing in his or her 
own boat. 

Right: It may have taken grownups years to 
admitthat theyflykitesforfun, but children 
have never been too embarrassed to "hold the 
wind in their hand." 
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If you're just beginning, however, Morton 
points you toward Kitty Hawk Heights at Nag's 
Head, North Carolina, where you can take a 
three-hour course for $44. 

"There you fly off sand dunes, which are more 
forgiving than the mountains. The winds and 
motion are more reliable. I don't recommend 
anyone flying here until they're fairly well 
checked out on the coast," says Morton. "In 
their course you have to learn the principles and 
theory of flight, how to hold the glider, how fast 
to run to get airborne, how to run when you 
land, what to look for in the wind. 

"I took the course two years ago. After three 
hours I'd flown as far as Wilbur and Orville and 
I'm sixty years old. Pretty good for someone of 
my vintage and girth." 

High performance kites, or gliders, cost 
around $2,000, but Morton says you can get one 
to learn on for more like $1,000. Besides 
aluminum ribs, dacron sails, and a canvas or 
nylon harness, a glider is equipped with a 
variometer. This device beeps one way when 
going up and another when coming down, 
which must be a reassuring bit of information. 

At Orandfather Mountain, gliders take off at 
5,350 feet and move on up to 12,000 feet. 
Stewart Smith and Jeff Burnett, two of the five 
members of the U.S. Hang Gliding Team, are 
from Grandfather Mountain, but in April of this 
year Burnett suffered two broken arms in a 
1,000-footfall at Tater Hill, North Carolina, 
and was left unable to participate in this 
summer's world competition. 

"There are two dangers to hang gliding," 
Morton cracks, "taking off and landing. But 
since we started in the early seventies, I've seen 
immense improvement in the sport. And 
everyone else understands it better now. They 
used to say, 'It's colorful, exciting, dangerous, 
but damned ifl'd do it.' Now they realize it's a 

great spectator sport when you know what you're 
looking for." 

The object is to stay aloft as long as possible, 
and at Grandfather Mountain the record is eight 
hours and five minutes. The world record is over 
twenty hours. Typical air speed is twenty-five 
miles per hour, and ideal weather is a nice steady 
wind about fifteen miles per hour coming 
straight toward the cliff you're launching from. 

Hang gliding got its big push as a result of the 
space program. Francis and Gertrude Rogallo, 
residents of Nag's Head, invented a flexible 
delta-wing kite in the fifties while Francis was 
working for NASA, and the wing was seen as a 
possible device in bringing space equipment 
back to earth. After the Rogallos' patent expired 
in 1968, hang gliding caught on with the help of 
their wonder wing. 

Though the Rogallos never realized a fortune 
from their invention, they did market a superb 
child's kite for a couple years. And it was Francis 
Rogallo who introduced kite flying to Will 
Yolen, who later became "the John Peter Zenger 
of kite flying" and "the most famous flier since 
Ben Franklin." Yolen began flying in Central 
Park in the fifties, despite the prevailing attitude 
that adult fliers, unless entertaining children, 
were probably psychotic. After many long stares, 
Yolen planted beside him in the park a papier
mache boy with his arm extended. 

NO, hard information on the invention of the 
kite exists, although Yolen believes it originated 
thousands of years ago on the Malay Peninsula as 
part of a religious ceremony. The Chinese, who 
described it as "having the wind in your hand," 
probably can be credited with first use of the kite 
for amusement. Around the world, kites have 
been used to scare the enemy, gather weather 
information, build bridges, and advertise. Radio 
telegraphy was actually invented with the use of 
kites by Dr. Mahlon Loomis of Virginia in 1866 
(before Marconi was born). Even in those days, 
without some such noble purpose, kite fliers 
were viewed at best as walking a little on the 
sissy side. 

Kiting was the forerunner ofballooning, 
sailing, sailplaning, and finally powered flight. 
With that great moment in 1903 at Kitty Hawk, 
adult kite fliers really went in the closet for sixty 
years. In 1958 Will Yolen went to Nassau for an 
international convention of fliers and five others 
showed up. They flew for three days and then 
divided the world up among them, each 
returning home a champion in their 
hemisphere. 

In the sixties, everyone loosened up, and 
plain old nonviolent fun became okay for 
grownup women and even men. Today kites are 
being flown without embarrassment by children 
on the beach, the football field, t!,e cow pasture, 





Though it's growing in popularity, ballooning 
is sti 11 too expensive for the general public, but 
once-in-a-lifetime rides are usually within 
reach. Balloonists must beware of rough winds 
and power lines, but the stringent licensing 
procedure renders them a quite cautious lot 
and ballooning a relatively safe sport. 
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in any clear area about one hundred feet square. 
It's the most inexpensive, unobtrusive method of 
expression for the human love of flight. 

As for actually experiencing flight, however, 
mankind had to wait till exactly two hundred 
years ago, when Steven and Joseph Montgolfier 
introduced the hot-air balloon. Airplanes came 
along and balloons, like kites, virtually dropped 
out of sight, appearing again in the fifties with 
weather balloon experiments. Tough snythetics 
and compact burners were developed, giving the 
sport of ballooning a big boost in the early 
sixties. Ashley Calhoun, owner of Carolina 
Balloon Promotions in Columbia, says balloons 
were slow in coming to South Carolina, 
concentrating first in the Columbia and 
Greenville areas. 

The sport is gaining steam now. In 1981, the 
Palmetto Balloon Classic was held in Camden 
with fifteen balloons. Thirty-five participated in 
1982. This year, at presstime, the spring event 
was set for a hundred balloons. Another balloon 
festival, "Freedom Weekend Aloft," has been 
scheduled for the July Fourth weekend this year 
in Greenville. 

Ballooning is more expensive than other 
wind sports. The whole apparatus, with its 
nylon envelope (balloon part), wicker basket or 
carriage, and burner system, costs from $10, CXX) 
to $35,CXX). A private license requires ten hours 
of flight instruction, which runs around $100 an 
hour. Even an hour-and-a-half birthday or 
anniversary ride costs $175 for two passengers. 

But those who long for flight - even if they 
would never throw themselves off a cliff in a 
hang glider, or if they couldn't balance a wind
surfer in the bathtub - must surely dream of a 
trip by balloon. "Usually right after sunrise, or a 
few hours before sunset, you take off slowly, 
peacefully," Calhoun says. "You can brush over 
the tops of trees, skim the surface of a lake, or go 

up another thousand feet, as you choose." 
Balloons are very safe, being subjected to the 

same certification, inspection, and maintenance 
as any Federal Aviation Administration aircraft, 
Calhoun assures us. The pilot can control the 
altitude quite precisely, and land whenever he or 
she pleases. 

"Most balloonists will not launch if the 
surface wind is more than ten miles per hour," 
Calhoun says. "Ideal weather is cool, thus 
requiring less heat to make the balloon rise, with 
almost no wind on the surface so the balloon will 
stand up easily. Above one hundred feet, a five
to ten-mile-per-hour breeze is nice." 

Calhoun doesn't usually wear a parachute 
when ballooning, as the balloon without its hot 
air actually is a large parachute. He did wear 
one, however, when performing a stunt for the 
"3-D" movie "Hot Heir," scheduled for release 
this summer. In the stunt, Calhoun and another 
balloonist ascended 3, CXX) feet with their 
carriages tied together and the balloons tilted. 

You may not be ready for a "Hot Heir" stunt, 
but if you want a private license, you must learn 
the FAA regulations and how to inflate, take
off, land, report accidents, operate burners, 
maintain equipment, handle drop lines and 
crown lines, fly over water, forecast weather, and 
land in high winds. Written, oral, and practical 
tests are required. 

For more about ballooning courses or events 
in your area, write the Balloon Federation of 
America, Suite 430, 821 Fifteenth Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C., 2CXX)5. 

Whatever your abilities, inclinations, and 
means, don't let life breeze by without at some 
time capturing that great, invisible temptress, 
the wind. For centuries, humans have longed for 
her power and spirit, but never before this decade 
have so many opportunities to harness the wind 
been within our reach.,-, 
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A Question Orfumise? 

Walking down a quiet South Carolina 
beach, late in the evening, a sweet 
sea breeze in your face, makes 

you pensive. Looking out over the expanse of 
the ocean or over your shoulder at the marsh 
with its astonishing fertility, you experience 
a feeling of abundance and boundlessness. 
You can't avoid it. 

South Carolina's sport fishermen find their 
quarry in this ocean expanse or make their catch 
from the seemingly limitless zone of abundance 
of the tidal creeks and marsh bays. In this fertile 
zone, the oysters exposed by the receding tide 
and seasonal runs of shrimp provide a plentiful 
harvest for the seiner or cast net thrower. 

Saltwater anglers cast off the beach, drop 
their baits off piers and docks, or pursue the 
elusive giant billfish in offshore high adventure. 
The quality of marine sport fishing in South 
Carolina has been high. Nobody would want 
this quality to diminish. 

Not so long ago, an inshore fisherman who 
got into a school of spottails up a tidal slough, or 
an offshore angler who cruised through acres of 
surface-feeding Spanish mackerel, took all he or 
she wanted. Usually more. 

Often much of the catch went to friends and 
neighbors, because the bounty of the sea offered 
more than a single family could consume. But 
the fisherman continued to catch and catch and 
catch yet more because the fish were there. · 

Saltwater sport fishermen traditionally have 
considered our marine resources unlimited. 
They've really had no reason to believe 
otherwise ... until recently. But today state 
marine fisheries officials are pointing to 
unwelcome trends, signs that suggest all might 
not be so fine for the future. Is the future for these 
important fisheries a promise or a question? 

"This idea that our oceans are bountiful and 
limitless is long gone," says Charles Moore, head 
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Our oceans and inshore 
zone offer unlimited no

holds-barred opportunity 
for sport anglers. At least 

that's the prevailing 
attitude among many 

fishermen. Marine 
biologists, however, say it 

isn't so. 

by Bob Campbell 

of recreational fisheries for the state wildlife 
department's Marine Resources Division at Fort 
Johnson. "Our sport fish will be gone unless 
something is done." 

Moore says many potentially valuable projects 
are underfunded or not funded pt all. Little is 
known about the specific biology of local species 
of sport fish, their abundance and recruitment. 
Nobody knows exactly how much angling 
pres.sure is being put on these populations. 
Without this information, regulations to protect 
the quality of the fisheries is pure guesswork. 

Moreover, Moore says access is declining. 
Boat ramps are needed and funds are insufficient 
to maintain many existing ramps. Many piers are 
gone or in disrepair. Expansion of the artificial 
reef program is "at a standstill," and publications 
designed to aid the saltwater angler are out 
of print. 

South Carolina has tremendous natural 
marine resources for saltwater fishing, Moore 
says, pointing to a map on the coastal region. 

There are 190 miles of coastline, more than 
three thousand miles of tidal shoreline, and 
some ten thousand square miles of continental 
shelf area. What he shows you on the map is 
impressive. 

"Not really enough, however, is being done 
currently to enhance, improve, or protect these 
resources for the saltwater sportsman," he 
cautions. "Even in areas where improvements 
have been made in the past, the limited funds 
we have now are required to maintain what we 
have." 

Moore doesn't mind getting into specifics. At 
this time, the marine biologist observes, South 
Carolina's artificial reef program is not much 
more than "a buoy maintenance program." 
What little money is appropriated is needed just 
to maintain the thirty-two buoys that mark 
locations for these reefs. Some years there's not 
even enough money to maintain the buoys. New 
construction is basically restricted to donations 
from the private sector. 

Of fourteen ocean fishing piers available to the 
public in 1977, only seven remain in operation 
today. All of these are in the Myrtle Beach 
vicinity. Private docks and piers, on the other 
hand, are on the increase but offer little public 
opportunity. Boat landings, he stresses, are 
becoming unbearably crowded, and many still 
lack floating docks or other facilities. 

"Those who enjoy harvesting a bushel or two 
of oysters and gathering a few clams for the table 
don't have to be told that some of our state shellfish 
and public oyster beds have been depleted , " 
Moore said. "The concept of public harvesting 
of oysters and clams on state-maintained beds 
has received national attention. This has 
become a very popular activity for tourists and 
residents alike. 

It is part of the conventional wisdom that 
saltwater sport fishing supports a hundred-
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The sea is seen as 
everyone's private 
pond, but fishing and 

shellfishing by the public can't 
continue at its present level 
without money to pay for con
struction and maintenance of 
boat ramps, piers, catwalks, 
reefs, and shellfish grounds. 
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million-dollar industry in South Carolina, but 
no actual measures have been made. "While we 
believe this is true, perhaps even a conservative 
estimate," Moore points out, "there is little 
documentation for this claim. We don't even 
know how many saltwater anglers there are in 
this state." 

Many anglers may ask, however, why this is so 
important. There are obvious implications for 
knowing these numbers as they relate to the 
state's economy and to tourism. Anglers are 
being shortchanged politically when strength in 
numbers is not known. "This information is 
desperately needed," says Moore. "Otherwise 
when fisheries management decisions are made, 
the sport fisherman may get the short end of the 
stick." 

The wildlife department also needs this 
information to promote the saltwater angler's 
interest. Currently, laws are being put in place to 
regulate many of the fisheries in the 200-mile 
federal Fisheries Conservation Zone ( see 
"Roundtable," page 58). Commercial fishermen 
are accounted for when these regulations are 
considered. But what about sport anglers? 

Currently, the South Atlantic Fisheries 
Management Council is completing 
management and allocation plans for many 
offshore fisheries, commercial and recreational. 
Bluefish, king mackerel, Spanish mackerel, 
blue marlin, and other billfish are included in 
these plans. 

"At present," Moore advises, "the 
recreational angler is at a distinct disadvantage, 
because we don't know how many sportsmen fish 
for these fish or what the typical annual 
recreational harvest is." 

What marine officials do know is that interest 
in saltwater recreation is increasing apace. 
Although data are lacking, Moore says it is 
evident that more and more anglers are turning 
to salt water for their recreation. He estimates 
the growth is at a rate exceeding twice that of 
the general population. 

S ome financial relief for recreational 
saltwater fishing programs may be in 
the making, Moore says. Congres.s 

is considering a bill that would expand the 
Dingle-Johnson program that has provided 
so many benefits for freshwater anglers. 
This bill would extend the ten percent excise tax 
on some sport fishing tackle to include all sport 
fishing gear. 

This "new" federal money would then be 
allocated to the states. The hitch is the 
allocation would be made in part on the basis of 
the number of sport anglers in the state. 
Freshwater anglers are well accounted for -
they buy fishing licenses. But the saltwater 
fishing count? "We don't know that," 
says Moore. 

If money were available from whatever 
source, the state's marine resources has a long 
list of projects they would like to "crank up. " 
This is in addition to maintaining current 
lapsing projects. All are designed to enhance 
fishing opportunities. 

Most fishermen are familiar with the artificial 
reef program. Existing offshore reefs need 
maintenance, but more anglers would benefit 
from construction of inshore reefs. Also mid
water reefs or trolling alleys can be built to 
enhance offshore fishing. 

Public shellfish beds need to be surveyed and 
more shell and seed oysters transplanted to 
improve harvests from the beds. Oysters from 
polluted beds can be relocated to public beds 
( they cleanse themselves rapidly in unpolluted 
water). Thinning populated beds, perhaps with 
a mechanical harvester, will increase the size of 
oysters on public beds. 

In recent years, private construction of public 
fishing piers has become financially 
unattractive. State-owned fishing piers, both 
ocean and inshore, would provide great public 
opportunities and enhance local economies. 
Similarly, catwalks could be constructed on 
appropriate coastal bridges. 

"Money could also be used to stock fish and 
develop facilities at coastal impoundments, an 
idea whose time has come," says Moore. 

There is a great need for what Moore calls 
"mission-oriented research," or basic biological 
studies of fish stocks and exploitation. If there 
were money available, biologists suggest the 
following research projects: 

• Research into the biology, life history, and 
population dynamics of the important marine 
game fish species. 

• Identification of stocks and sizes, 
exploitation rates, migratory patterns, and other 
information needed for management of inshore 
and offshore species. 

• Studies of spawning areas, nursery grounds, 
and other habitats so steps can be taken to 
protect them. 

• Studies of the relationship between 
commercially important forage fish and 
recreationally important marine game fish. 

Moore says there is also a great need for 
information and education programs to keep 
fishermen informed of opportunities and fishing 
techniques. 

"South Carolina can be a leader in saltwater 
recreational activities," Moore predicts. "We 
can protect what we have, or we can continue to 
do nothing and try later to find solutions to 
overfished and depleted fisheries." 

A point to ponder as you stroll down the 
beach, late in the evening, taking in the 
expansivenes.s of the scene, is this: "Will my 
children and grandchildren have the same 
quality of fishing I've enjoyed?" 

Is it a question or a promise? .-►. 
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Subduing 
th88ilver 

CJQ,ng 

Fewer than a dozen tarpon 
landings are recorded each 
year in South Carolina. But for 
anglers seeking the ultimate in 
aerial acrobatics and savage 
fighting skill, the prize is worth 
the quest. 

by Charles J. Moore 
photography by Phillip Jones 

flash caught Ken Roberts' eye as he took 
the first bite of a ham and cheese 
sandwich. He looked closer and saw 

several large fish rolling a hundred yards out. Each 
time a fish rolled, the sun's rays were reflected 
from the lower, silvery sides. 

Ken and Pete Eldridge, both of Charleston, 
were on a late September family outing to Bulls 
Bay. They had picked a sandy beach within sight 
of the Cape Romain lighthouse to beach their 
boat for lunch. It was a typically beautiful day to 
be on the water. Sand, gentle surf, sea gulls, 
plenty of sun, their kids playing along the 
shore - and now, fish rolling in the distance. 

It took about three minutes for Ken and Pete 
to launch the fourteen-foot aluminum outboard 
and move downshore where earlier they had 
spotted several schools of bait fish. The first 
throw of the cast net yielded several four- to six
inch mullet, and the two men headed toward 
their first meeting with Megalops atlantim, the 
tarpon. 

As Ken slowed the boat amid the surfacing 
fish, Pete cut a two-inch slice of mullet and 
baited his channel bass rig. He slid the bait over 
the side and had let out about thirty yards when 
he felt the hit. It wasn't a hard hit, but enough to 
know something was there. A quick hard jerk of 
the rod and the fight was on. 

The fish immediately took to the air, coming 
three and sometimes four feet out of the water. 
The aerial gymnastics, bone-rattling 
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contortions, and sheer energy exerted by this 
rorty-three-and-a-half pound tarpon convinced 
both men that these fish deserve the epithet "the 
silver king." Forty-five minutes later, Pete had 
beaten all the odds by hooking and boating his 
first tarpon. 

South Carolina will most likely never be 
known fur tarpon-fishing ports like Homosassa, 
Boca Grande, Marathon, Key West, or Grand 
Isle. However, it does offer the serious saltwater 
angler, one willing to study the local habits of 
these fish, the opportunity to match skills 
against the ultimate inshore fighting fish. In the 
past, tarpon have been caught in South 
Carolina primarily by channel bass fishermen or 
by fishermen such as Ken and Pete who happen 
upon a school of rolling fish, which still does not 
assure success. Tarpon possess a lunglike gas 
bladder and, like porpoise, come to the surface 
to "breathe" atmospheric air. Fishermen are 
often exasperated by such fish, which may have 
no interest in feeding or biting a baited hook. 

Tarpon occur in warm-temperate, tropical, 
and sub-tropical waters of the Atlantic Ocean. 
They generally move into South 
Carolina waters each June and 
remain until the middle of October. 
They avoid water temperatures below 
65 degrees Fahrenheit and have been 
known to become "temperature
trapped" in warm water discharges 
of Northern electrical power plants. 

eel, also begin life as similar-looking larvae. 
The movements of tarpon are largely 

unknown and unpredictable. They may occur 
fur years in a particular coastal area and then 
disappear fur no apparent reason. In South 
Carolina during most years, large tarpon are 
reported from Port Royal Sound, North Edisto 
Inlet, Bulls Bay, and Winyah Bay. Anglers who 
have taken the time to learn the local habits of 
these fish find that during different periods of the 
year schools return daily to certain feeding 
grounds. 

Juvenile tarpon are frequently taken along the 
coastal area in cast nets and shrimp seines and 
commonly observed in freshwater and saltwater 
impoundments. Tarpon apparently grow rather 
slowly, reaching sexual maturity in six to seven 
years and living over fifteen years. Tarpon 
reportedlly may weigh in excess of three 
hundred pounds, but the current International 
Game and Fish Association World Record is a 
283-pound fish taken in Venezuela. The largest 
tarpon caught on hook and line from South 
Carolina waters was taken in 1978 when L. C. 

Tarpon may represent the ultimate quarry fur 
the veteran fisherman, but not fur everyone. Past 
tarpon tournaments in South Carolina have met 
with little success. The difficulties in finding, 
hooking, and landing these monsters ( even the 
little ones are monsters) can't be overstated. 
Florida guides estimate that only one out of ten 
to thirty tarpon hooked are ever brought to the 
boat. 

Mullet - whole, cut, or live - is the most 
often recommended natural bait, while fisher
men using artificials most often succeed with 
plugs and feathers incorporating various shades 
of yellow. The typical saltwater angler who wishes 
a sporting chance to land a tarpon should use a 
heavy-duty saltwater rig. Fishermen have as many 
preferences fur tackle as there are circumstances, 
but don't underestimate the power and instinct 
of this fish. Start with a stiff rod and heavy 
reel holding at least 200 yards of twenty- to fifty
pound line. A wire or heavy (hundred-pound 
plus) monofilament leader and an ultra-sharp 
hook (5/0 or 6/0) are mandatory. 

The inside of the tarpon's mouth is covered 
with bony plates, and even a solid 
hard strike with the rod, coupled 
with a razor-sharp point, will 
not always set the hook. Many an 
excited angler has had an airborn 
plug, fly, or baited hook spit back at 
his head. Once on, the tarpon uses 
every conceivable direction and 
contortion to bring his bony body, 
particularly the flared gill coverings, 
into contact with your line. Large 
tarpon should be played out and 
never brought into the boat "green;' 
for obvious reasons. When boating 
a tarpon, or getting control of any 
large fish at the boat, a sharp gaff 
should be used, and the fish should 
be gaffed through the lower lip. 

There is little chance of confusing 
adult tarpon with any other saltwater 
fish round in South Carolina's waters. 
Its deep body, large bony scales, 
upturned mouth, and dorsal fin with 
a distinctive elongated terminal ray 
are easily identifiable. Small tarpon, 
less than six pounds, are, however, 
easily confused with the ten
pounder or lady fish. This fish has a 
maximum size of about three feet and 
looks like a miniature tarpon. When 
hooked, it often fights like one, 

Let Spike Simrrons (right) and Gilbert T umer. both of Walterboro. bring in a sixty
five-pound tarpon. v1ewed by many anglers as primarily a Florida game fish, the 
tarpon can also give Carolina fisherrren a good show and a tough fight. 

Other than for documenting a 
record or for mounting, there is 
little reason to boat a tarpon. They 
are edible but barely so. The flesh is with spectacular aerial leaps and 

displays. The lady fish may be distinguished 
from tarpon by its small scales, terminal mouth, 
and a dorsal fin lacking an elongated ray. 

Even in Florida waters where tarpon abound, 
little is known about their natural history. They 
are believed to spawn from May through 
September in oceanic waters near inlets. Tarpon 
hatch from eggs as ribbon-like transparent 
larvae. These flatworm-like creatures, called 
leptocephalus larvae, are so strange that for 
many years they were thought to be a separate 
animal. Several other closely-related fish species, 
such as bone fish, lady fish, and the American 

Ramsey III took a 14 7-pounder from Port Royal 
Sound. Most tarpon caught in South Carolina 
range from twenty-five to seventy-five pounds. 

Tarpon are primarily nocturnal bottom 
feeders, preying on small fish such as mullet and 
pinfish. They also eat crabs and shrimp. 
Occasionally schools of tarpon may be 
encountered in a wholesale feeding frenzy, 
gorging themselves with mullet or other bait 
fish. When their voracious appetites are 
combined with their size, strength, and aerial 
displays, the air may be filled with tarpon, water, 
and bait fish, an unlorgettable sight. 

full of bones and of a poor quality. 
The tarpon is reserved for those anglers 

wanting a challenge, those wishing to test their 
skills and equipment with a real champion, and 
those that find satisfaction in the fight. Each 
year less than a dozen tarpon weighing over fifty 
pounds are taken from South Carolina's waters. 
Indications are that we have considerably more 
tarpon than we do tarpon fishermen. The 
challenge is there. _.,,,_, 

Charles]. Moore is head of the recreational fisheries 
section at the Marine Resources Center in Charleston. 
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O n June 7, 1692, the 
infamous pirate town of 
Port Royal, Jamaica, 
began to quiver and shake. 

Within minutes, huge waves rolled in from the 
ocean and most of the town sank beneath the 
sea. This violent earthquake was an extreme 
example of geological phenomena that 
continuously change and mold the earth's 
surface. 

Most geological phenomena occur almost 
undetected over millions of years. Our present 
landforms are the result of a combination of 
movements beneath the earth's crust and 
erosional forces on the surface, such as running 
water, wind, glaciers, and waves. Movements of 
the solid parts of the earth are referred to as 
diastrophism and are described according to the 
direction of the movement. Uplift is a rising of 

the earth's crust; subsidence, a sinking of the 
surface; and thrust, a horizontal motion of the 
crust. All these factors tend to balance each 
other; for example, the uplift of one section of 
the surface usually is compensated for by the 
subsidence of another area. 

Rock determines the shape of all the earth's 
landforms. This solid material of the earth is 
referred to as the lithosphere, or stone-sphere, as 
opposed to the atmosphere, the earth's envelope 
of air, and the hydrosphere, the earth's envelope 
of water. 

When large areas of the lithosphere are 
exposed, the results are often quite dramatic. 
Scenic rock outcrops, such as Caesars Head, 
Table Rock, Sugar Loaf Mountain, and Forty
Acre Rock, can take on added interest when the 
origin, composition, and formation of these 
unusual landforms are considered. 

• 

' 

Streaked by bands of min
erals, rock at Caesars Head 
(above) swirls in serpentine 
fashion. At Table Rock 
(left), a gnarled tree man
ages to force its way up 
through solid grani te bou l
ders. 

In the Piedmont, a popular spot recently 
acquired by the South Carolina Nature 
Conservancy is commonly called Forty-Acre 
Rock, although the name is a misnomer because 
the rock is actually about fourteen acres in size. 
Part of the Flat Creek Natural Area, which 
consists of about 3 20 acres in Lancaster County, 
it is considered one of the largest granitic 
outcrops in the state. 

In geological terms Forty-Acre Rock is a 
monadnock, first named by William Morris 
Davis of Harvard in the 1800s when the 
phenomenon was noted at Mount Monadnock 
in New Hampshire. A monadnock is an isolated 
hill or mountain of resistant rock, usually 
granite, which is about 200 to 500 feet above 
the surrounding terrain. Usually rolling and 
smooth in appearance due to years of erosion, a 
monadnock rises above a surrounding 
peneplain, a flat surface that remains after the 
wearing down of a landform by the agents of 
weathering and erosion. 

An interesting feature of Forty-Acre Rock 
is the oval solution pit caused by erosion. 
These pits are often called vernal pools because 
they gather rain water in the spring. A number 
of rare and unusual plant species found only in 
this environment thrive there until the water is 
evaporated by the hot summer sun. Some of the 
plant species found at Forty-Acre Rock and 
similar monadnocks throughout our Piedmont 
include diamorpha, sandwort, trout lily or 
dogtooth violet, hairy groundsel, and the 
Halbert violet. There is also an abundance bf 
various mosses and lichens. 

The entire Flat Creek Natural Area is 
significant because of its unusual soil. Due to an 
abundance of the rocks diabase and gabbro, the 
earth here is almost completely neutral in pH 
factor and produces rare plant species not usually 
found in the Piedmont. One of these, nodding 
trillium, is found only in two or three locations 
in the state. Another, the green violet or 
hybanthus, grows about one and a half feet 
tall and has small blossoms at the juncture of the 
stem and the branches. Blue cohosh, typically 
found only in the mountains, also can be located 
in this area, as can long leaf pine and turkey oak, 
which are typical of the Sandhills. The turkey 
oak is remarkable in the fact that it turns its 
leaves sideways in the summer to avoid baking in 
the sun. 

One of the most unfortunate aspects of Forty
Acre Rock is the lack of respect that has been 
shown to this rare and beautiful environment. 
Some areas are literally covered with broken 
glass, and there is a great deal of litter of every 
conceivable variety. Graffiti, instead of 
mosses and lichens, adorns many sections of the 
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surface. There are stripes through the plant 
growth in some of the vernal pools where 
people, heedless of the damage they are 
inflicting, have driven four-wheeled vehicles 
across the rock. Campfires have been built at 
one time or another in some of the vernal pools, 
changing the delicate chemical balance that 
allows the sustenance of plant growth. While 
there is still much natural beauty in the area, a 
concerted effort will be required to restore Forty
Acre Rock to its former stature. 

Forty-Acre Rock is a granitic outcrop. 
Granite underlies most of the continent and 
consists of four mineral groups: quartz, feldspars, 
amphiboles, and micas. These can occur in 
numerous variations. 

Quartz is the most enduring of these minerals 
and remains as sand when the other minerals 
have eroded away. Feldspars are the most 
common and are very susceptible to weathering, 
occur in many colors, mostly pale or dull, and 
often erode to form various clay minerals. The 
most common form of amphiboles, and that 
most often found in the granite of South 
Carolina, is hornblende, which is dark green or 
black in color and also decomposes to form clays. 
Micas occur in two main forms: muscovite, 
which is colorless, pale greenish, or brownish, 
and biotite, which is black or dark brown. They 
are notable for the fact that they split easily into 
thin sheets or flakes and also weather to form 
clays. 

Granite is an example of a type of rock called 
igneous which is formed from molten material 
referred to as magma rising from beneath the 
earth's surface. Magma which cools slowly 
beneath the surface forms a more coarse
grained rock such as granite. Magma which 
rises to the surface and cools quickly forms a 
fine-textured or glassy rock such as obsidian. 
An intrusive igneous rock, magma may appear 
at the surface after a period of time as erosion 
strips away the underlying layers of rock or by 
movements of the earth's crust. 

A notherunique 
geological landform near 
Forty-Acre Rock is the 
Flat Creek diabase dike, 

or the "Great Dike of South Carolina," located 
on U.S. 601 abouteightandahalfmiles 
northeast of Kershaw. A dike is formed when 
magma forces its way up through vertical cracks 
or fissures in existing rock. Most are rather 
narrow or ribbon-like in appearance, ranging in 
width from fifty to less than one foot, but the 
Great Dike is 1, 123 feet at its widest point and 
may be the thickest diabase dike in eastern 
North America. Composed of diabase, which is 
a dark grey to black fine-textured igneous rock, 
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On the moon-like monad
nock known as Forty-Acre 
Rock(above), vernal pools 
provide a unique environ
ment for plant growth. Dia
phora (far left) is an example 
of the exotic plant species 
found in these formations, 
which are caused by ero
sion. In other areas ofForty
Acre Rock, the forces of na
ture create a different effect 
(center), revealing concen
trations of pure quartz. If the 
pressure, caused by weight, 
is a great deal more on one 
rock mass than on an ad
joining one, the latter will 
rise and break away (left). 





it is estimated to be about 200 million years old 
and is part of a group or swarm of dikes which 
extend more than 120 miles from the edge of the 
Coq5tal Plain across the Piedmont, reaching 
northwest as far as Grandfather Mountain. 

Although it sounds impressive, the Great 
Dike is not really worth a special trip unless 
perhaps you're a geologist, or someone with a 
special interest in the area. The rock has eroded 
and to the untrained or even the semi-educated 
observer, it looks just like any road in the South 
cutting between two red clay embankments. 

Exposed rock is continuously weathered and 
eroded, and these processes supply the material 
for sedimentary rock. As wind and weather 
break up the surface, such particles form residual 
soil which is carried away by wind and streams, 
then deposited as transported soil. A 
considerable amount is carried by streams to 
bodies of water such as lakes or oceans. 

When solid materials, such as pebbles, sand, 
or silt, are carried by running water into a sea or 
lake, grading takes place. As the stream enters 
the sea, the heaviest or coarsest material drops 
out first and forms a sedimentary rock called 
conglomerate. Next, and a little farther out, 
sand and silt drop out and solidify to form 
sandstone and siltstone. Finally, the lightest 
particles drift down and are compacted to 
form claystone and shale. 

Over a period of time, these sediments are 
converted into rocks by a combination of 
pressure from the weight of the water above and 
cementing agents, usually silicon dioxide, 
calcium carbonate, and ferric oxide. 

Sugar Loaf Mountain 
is an example of an area 
which features a great 

- deal of sedimentary rock. 
Located about four miles northwest of Patrick, 
South Carolina, in Chesterfield County, Sugar 
Loaf is a small knob of sands, clays, and 
cemented sandstones rising about 513 feet above 
sea level. The area was formed under water 
about 50 to 55 million years ago and is the result 
of an environment similar to the present 
Mississippi Delta. It is an erosional remnant 
with huge boulders of purplish ferruginous 
sandstone ( iron oxide plus quartz) which feature 
eroded pockets balanced atop the clay and 
sand. This is a case where the feldspar originally 
present turned to clay and washed away. Quartz 
cemented with iron oxide is the only reason the 
formation is still there. 

Sugar Loaf first impresses one as not much 
more than a hill that's eroding badly. Barbed 
wire and fences have been strung in places to 
keep people from climbing up particularly fragile 
slopes. The view from the top is scenic; there 

Eroded pockets in the sand
stone at Sugar Loaf Moun
tain (left) form deep niches 
for lichen and moss growth, 
while rare plant species like 
the flowering pixie moss, 
Pyxidanthera barbulata, 
(above) flourish on Hor
seshoe Mountain, another 
sandstone formation. A 
view from the top of Sugar 
Loaf (left) provides a scenic 
vista of the Sandhills. 
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aren't many places in the Sandhills that you can 
see for miles in every direction. 

In addition to the distinctive rock formations, 
Sugar Loaf Mountain is notable for the rare 
vegetation found there, due to a unique soil 
content as in the Flat Creek Natural Area or 
Forty-Acre Rock. Running or creeping 
huckleberry, trailing arbutus, and some 
extremely rare species of flowering mosses are 
found there, in addition to mountain laurel and 
an abundance of yellow jessamine. Across the 
road, although not quite as striking in 
appearance, is Horseshoe Mountain, which is 
also a ferruginuous sandstone formation. 

Sometimes igneous and sedimentary rocks 
may be covered to a great depth by other rock 
and subjected to tremendous heat and pressure. 
This pressure, which can also be the result of 
earth movements, causes changes in the rock 
and new minerals can be formed. These are then 
called metamorphic rocks. 

O ne of the geological 
processes is called 
faulting, a fracture in 
the existing rock along 

which there is a displacement of the broken 
surfaces. Faults are caused by compression or 
tension between rock units. They can produce 
mountains, valleys, earthquakes, escarpments, 
steep slopes, or cliffs. An example in South 
Carolina is the Blue Ridge Escarpment, which is 
visible at Walhalla. 

Escarpments can also be produced by erosion, 
but the Blue Ridge Escarpment is part of a 
fault-produced escarpment which runs from 
Alabama to New England parallel to various 
mountain ranges. The first scenic overlook of 
the mountains on Highway 107 just north of 
Walhalla provides a good view of this landform 
type. 

In the Upcountry, an example of 
metamorphic rock is found in Caesars Head 
State Park. The scenic overlook is composed of 
granite gneiss (pronounced "nice") and has an 
elevation of3, 208 feet. Granite gneiss is formed 
when granite is subjected to heat, pressure, or 
earth movements such as folding and faulting. 
Caesars Head is visible due to the erosion of the 
overlying rock; its age has not been determined. 
It is a coarse-textured rock with parallel streaks 
and bands of minerals. 

Another geological phenomenon associated 
with metamorphic rock is called jointing, which 
is a step-like feature caused by the cooling 
process. Joints develop at right angles to the 



Looking down from Cae
sars Head (far upper left), a 
verdant view of the Dismal 
valley disputes its name. 
Atop the overlook at Cae
sars Head (far lower left), 
the wind and rain have 
sculpted the rock into 
graceful patterns. Intense 
pressure and tension pro
duced a joint fracture called 
the Devil 's Kitchen (left), 
also at Caesars Head. 
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cooling surface and are a result of the great stress 
and high temperatures to which metamorphic 
rocks are subjected. 

On the overlook at Caesars Head, where they 
say on a clear day one can see parts of North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, an 
observer can notice both joints and dikes in the 
primary rock outcrop. Once a privately-owned 
resort, Caesars Head opened as a state park in 
September 1979. There are plans for the 
development of nature trails to nearby Raven 
Cliff Falls. 

ID 
irectly across from 
Caesars Head and over 
the Dismal, a 
valley of impenetrable 

undergrowth and dense forest, is Table Rock 
State Park, a 2,860-acre park acquired in 1935. 
Table Rock is a granite gneiss formation of 
similar origin to Caesars Head and has an 
elevation of 3, 12 4 feet. Caesars Head and Table 
Rock state parks are located in Greenville and 
Pickens counties; Caesars Head on U.S. 276 
and Table Rock on S. C. 11, the Cherokee 
Foothills Scenic Highway. 

Mo.st of us view the permanence of present 
mountains, plains, plateaus, and other 
landforms as ageless. In fact, these features 
represent forces continuously working against 
each other and, in a broader sense of time, are as 
uniquely fragile as mankind. • 

Rw:lers interested in more information on our state's 
geology are invited to visit tne State Geological Survey 
exhibit, ''Mineral Resources of South Carolina, '' at tne 
Unioo-sity of South Carolina's McKissick Museum in 
Columbia. 

A bird's-eye view ofTable 
Rock (far left) shows zebra
like stripes caused by see
page from springs at the 
top. Peering out from be
neath Caesars Head 
(above), Table Rock ap
pears in stark contrast to the 
wooded mountains sur
rounding it. A close-up of 
the streaks on Table Rock 
(left) shows how moisture 
from springs fosters the 
growth of moss and lichens. 
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A priceless inheritance 
may be found in the 

ri1e rod and reel had been in my closet for 
_J_ ~ears. Probably stuck there during the last 

move. It had been Grandpa's rod and reel. Cor
rect that.Without question,the reel had been his. 
The rod was a cheap, discount-mart special that 
had arrived late in life. Where it came from was 
a mystery. The origin of the reel was not. 

Still as shiny as a rich man's banquet table, 
the open-faced reel was a Pflueger Summitt, 
number 1993L. Its designs as detailed as the 
scales on a speckled perch. According to my 
dad, Grandpa had used it many times, though 
he wasn't known as an avid fisherman. Just a 
regular man whom I didn't get to know very 
well. No plaques proclaimed him Man Of The 
Year, but by all accounts he was hard-working, 
loving, and kind. 

I grew up knowing little about Grandpa, 
since he lived far away and time caught up with 
him before a good memory found me. Mostly I 
carried other people's stories in my head. Their 
impressions became my memories. When I 
hauled that reel out of the closet and carried it to 
my favorite tackle store, I felt like I'd found the 
Holy Grail. With appropriate tenderness, Dave 
cradled the fifty-year-old reel, listened reverently 
to the click-click-click of a handle spin and 
promised to do his best."But" he warned me,"fish
ing with an open face whose handle spins during 

everyday objects of 
loved ones we've 

scarcely known. 

by Scott Derks 
casting will be an experience you'll never forget." 

And he was right. 
Not because the handle bruised my knuckles 

when I cast, or the line formed a bird nest in a 
twinkling. Not because the drag was not set 
properly when the first big one hit - forcing a 
few anxious moments. 

But because I felt close to Grandpa for the 
first time in years. We had never gone fishing, he 
and I. We took a long walk once and went to a 
cafe where they still poured Cokes from a 
fountain into curvacious glasses. And he took 
me to the place where all the men who died in 
World War II had been listed on a stone. And 
we talked about how it would be an honor to be 
written up like that, but better to have a father 
who came home from that war. 

I remember sitting in his woodworking shop 
watching him make huge grandfather clocks 
with gongs deeper than thunder. Mostly we 
didn't say much. He worked; I watched. 

The Pfleuger brought it all back. The bits and 
pieces that make up fragmented wholes. Those 
moments of joy that make up a lifetime ofliving. 

The reel now rests on my desk where I can 
play with it while my mind wonders. Because no 
matter how I try, I can't shake the idea of what it 
would be like to go fishing with Grandpa. 

It would certainly have been an early 

morning trip. The air would have had that lush 
taste of first dawn. There would have been the 
sounds of a few birds in the distance just before 
the tiny motor started on the wooden-planked 
boat. 

The fish wouldn't strike at first. There'd be 
time to check a few holes. Time to talk about 
how the Chicago Cubs would fare in the 
pennant race. And what I was learning at 
school. Time for the silence to be really 
comfortable when no one had anything to say. 

About the time that the sun had soaked out 
the chill, I'd get the first strike. It would hit hard 
and run. I'd fight hard. The old man would tell 
me to keep the tip up and crank hard. And I'd 
try. Until finally that monster would run 
beneath a log and cut himself free. 

I'd be disappointed. Even about to cry. Then 
Grandpa would hook into one: a fish big enough 
to tum the boat around in a swirl. And he'd 
handle it with ease. I'd watch in envy and 
excitement. Because just as Grandpa's fish 
flopped aboard, I'd feel one of my own. 

It would be a great day of fishing, that day. A 
day to reflect upon. It would be the day I'd think 
about when I wanted to think about going 
fishing, just Grandpa and me. • 

Scott Derks is a free-lance writer from Columbia. 
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Winnowing fad from fiction 
about snakes is extremely 
difficult because serpents 

seem dedicated to the 
frustration of mankind -
and South Carolina has a 

bounty of them all. 
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by Herb Johnson 

It hardly stays the dread aspect of snakebite 
when herpetologists assure us that of South 

Carolina's thirty-eight snake species, only six are 
a venomous threat to human life: the coral, the 
diamondback rattlesnake, the timber 
rattlesnake, the pygmy rattlesnake, the 
copperhead, and the cottonmouth. 

Of these six, the deceptive coral snake is the 
most colorful and the most secretive. Averaging 
a scant two feet in length, the coral is candy
striped in bands of red, yellow, and black. So are 
a dozen other brilliant and perfectly harmless 
snakes, although their striping is arranged in a 
different order. 

There is a recognition rhyme: "Red next to 
yellow, a bad fe llow; red next to black, a friend of 

Jack." On sudden close encounter, however, 
they look identical at a time when there's very 
little enthusiasm for poetry. And trying to 
remember that the very tip of the coral's nose is 
black as a bad guy's hat is like trying to recall in a 
split second which months have thirty days and 
which have thirty-one. 

Biologists believe coloring of the harmless 
snakes was evolved to protect them from 
predators already weaned of a coral snake diet. 
Such are the devious ways of nature. Other 
common snakes run a mean bluff, quivering 
their tails in dry leaves to sound like rattlers, and 
the king snake will even hiss and strike. 

The coral has a small mouth with short fangs 
which makes it difficult for them to bite 
anything larger than a small hand or snake. 
Human fingers and thumbs are vulnerable when 
they recklessly probe the inner sanctuaries of 
hollow stumps and such snuggeries as palm frond 
clusters. Still , the venom can be lethal when the 
coral chews its hypodermic fangs into the flesh. 

The rattler is a New World exclusive, but 
there's not just one rattler, there are over thirty 
kinds of rattlers: pygmies, timbers, and 
diamondbacks, being just a few. 

South Carolina is home to three of them: the 
pygmy ( whose record size is only 25 1/2 inches), 
the timber, and, lord of them all, the eastern 
diamondback. Each has distinctive markings 
and coloration, but that varies with age, region, 
season, and not much reason at all. 

Despite his harmless imitators, once a true 
rattler sounds off, the problem of identification 
becomes rather academic. But the rascals 
employ duplicity even then. The pygmy might 
whirr like the buzz of a bumblebee, audible only 
a few feet away. The diamondback might sing 
out twenty feet away. Rattlers can sound like a 
steam safety valve popping off, the rapid ticking 
of an insect, or the dry whisper of shelled com 
poured from a basket. In the fi rst hair-raising 
second, the alarm seems to come from all 
directions at once, both far and near. 
Fortunately, the ominous sound has a freezing 
effect, you'll never have a more urgent need to 
stand very, very still. 

You will be told that rattlers smell like 
watermelons. Field tests do not substantiate that, 
but they do indicate that where the belief is 
strong, farmers miss fewer melons from their 
fields. 

No one has yet successfully debunked the 
conviction that a rattler's mate will hang around 
searching for him if he's killed, some say three 
days, some say a week. Nobody would dare 



consider whether the deceased might have been 
a bachelor in the first place. 

Another such yarn is that told by the macho 
character who claims to scoop up rattlers by the 
tail and crack them like a whip to snap off their 
heads. He usually gets preoccupied with 
rummaging around in the cooler for another cold 
one. He probably bought his snakeskin hatband 
anyway, if the truth were known. 

South Carolina is host to one of the three 
cottonmouths, the eastern variety. Sometimes 
called the moccasin, the cottonmouth's coloring 
of basic olive, beige, brown, and black varies in 
tone just as that of the rattler, but this snake has 
its own trademark, a mouth that yawns snowy 
white with lances at the ready. 

Many common water snakes nevertheless 
look entirely too much like the cottonmouth, 
and few sane, non-scientific people care to 
inspect any snake's mouth except during 
autopsy. The cottonmouth's viper pits, down 

The bite of a venomous snake threatens life, 
but more realistically its danger without 

proper treatment is permanent lxx:lily damage. 
Dr. J. M. Alexander, directorof emergency 

services for the Greenville Hospital System, 
dispels some misconceptions and offers some 
advice for snakebite victims. He lists these signs 
and symptoms of bites by "the big three" of 
America's poisonous snakes - the copperhead, 

Trying to remember that the very 
tip of the coral's nose is black as a 
bad guy's hat is like trying to 
recall in a split second which 
months have thirty days and 
which thirty-one. 

the nose a bit from each eye, are another certain 
means of identification, if you care for that sort of 
close scrutiny. 

Everyone has heard of cottonmouths 
dropping from overhanging limbs into boats. In 
about half of the reported incidents, someone in 
a blind, unreasoned moment blew a hole in the 
boat when shooting the snake. A thorough 
study has questioned the validity of these stories. 
There simply are not as many boats in South 

cottonmouth, and rattlesnake - all pit vipers 
with venom that's closely akin: 

• Localized pain out of proportion to the 
small fang punctures. 

• Swelling that begins within fifteen or 
twenty minutes. (If there is no swelling within 
two hours, the bite should probably be 
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Carolina as tales of cottonmouth hijackings. 
The cottonmouth's distinctive danger is its 

sluggish, surly nature. It won't readily give way 
and does not warn intruders. But all snakes are 
cold-blooded and any damp, chilly, unsunned 
copperhead or rattler won't give way either. 

A snake in the water generally won't bite 
because water resistance makes a real strike 
impossible. Almost. When provoked while 
close enough to contact, it can and it will. 

The rattler that's faced down by someone 
with waving arms and stamping feet often will 
back away, head still cocked, rattling all the 
while. Most people consider they've been faced 
down and back away with their own heads 
cocked. Snakes do not make aggressive 
charges - but never, never argue with anyone 
who says otherwise. Besides, the average person 
can outrun any snake. At times they can even 
pass an eighteen-wheeler on a downgrade while 
doing it. 

treated only for infection.) 
• Bruises where the bite occurred. 
• Blisters or "blebs" about the bite. 
• Possibly a tingling sensation around the 

victim's mouth. 
• Possibly a metallic taste in the mouth. 
Venom of the three pit vipers, Dr. Alexander 

said, attacks and destroys tissue. The severity 
depends on the amount of venom injected, a 
factor involving kind and size of the snake, fang 
penetration, location of the bite, and how 



Rattlers, cottonmouths, and copperheads 
coil or loop back and partly rear some one-third 
of their own length and that's the maximum 
range of their lighming strikes. If you're close 
enough to measure, you might be in trouble. 

Two of the country's copperhead varieties, 
the northern and the southern, abound in South 
Carolina. The broad-banded copperhead 
inhabits parts of the Midwest and the trans
Pecos is a Texan with a Spanish accent. The 
"highland moccasin" is called "pilot" in some 
regions, but although the copperhead might 
pose no threat to the rattlesnake, it is not, as 
reported, the rattler's "pilot" on vile missions. 

The copperhead and its mimics are found 
largely in almost any place they are least 
expected. The real thing has a record length of 
fifty-three inches but more often is nearer 
twenty-four. Its true identity is the pits. Literally. 
A pit viper like the rattler and cottonmouth, the 
copperhead can be properly classified by those 

recently the snake might have discharged its 
venom previously, possibly in killing prey. 
Complications include blood circulation 
problems caused by swelling and the blood 
clotting that Dr. Alexander said generally is 
involved in infrequent death, almost always 
from the bite of a rattler. 

All of these variables figure into dosages of 
polyvalent anti venom used in emergency 
medical treatment for bites of all three native pit 
vipers when indicated. The treatment 
minimizes tissue morbidity. Most major medical 

facilities routinely stock this anti venom and 
make it available to smaller emergency centers. 

The very fortunate victim of a rattler, 
copperhead, or cottonmouth might escape with 
nothing more than extreme discomfort and 
minor scarring. But if progress of substantial 
venom into the bloodstream is not checked in 
time, it can cause crippling deformities or 
possibly require amputation of a finger, toe, 
hand, foot, arm, or leg. 

The coral snake of tropical or semi-tropical 
climates has the most potent venom of all, but 
Dr. Alexander said coral snake bites are so "very 
uncommon" that the specific anti venom for 
treating them is not stocked as standard 
procedure even in all medical facilities of 

Florida, where the coral is most common. There 
are, though, planned procedures for acquiring it 
in the rare case of need. 

Venom of the coral snake, relative of the 
lethal krait oflndia, works on the neurological 
system and causes - in order of the degree of 
severity - numbness, spasms, seizures, coma, 
and death. 

The bite of the copperhead is most common, 
Alexander said, the cottonmouth less frequent, 
and that of the rattlesnake by far the most 
serious. 

If you are bitten by one of them, he has this 
advice: 

• Kill the snake and take it with you to an 
emergency medical facility. Otherwise, it is very 
important that you correctly identify the snake if 
you can. 



pits, heat-sensor disks between each eye and the 
nostrils for tracking warm-blooded prey. 

Exploring youngsters are prone to being 
frightened out of their jeans when they lift an old 
board, rock, or crate and come eyeball-to
eyeball with a nineteen-inch "cobra" that's 
hissing, reared classically, neck flaring, mouth 
open, and tongue flicking. This snake's all 
bluster, a Carolina hognose depending entirely 
on its own nerve to un-nerve a foe. The hognose 
is not the "dreaded spreading adder" some call 
him. 

The cottonmouth-looking snake that 
splashes from a limb into the water and 
disappears probably is a non-venomous water 
snake and may be disregarded. Some people can 
actually do that. 

Only about fifteen Americans die annually 
from snakebite. It's true, but absolutely no 
comfort at all for someone freshly snakebitten, 
that twice that many people die every 

• Do not panic into action that will speed up 
blood circulation. If you must walk, do it slowly. 
There is less crisis than generally believed, 
certainly not an emergency of minutes in most 
instances. 

• Get the help of someone else if pa;.sible. 
• Check the skin for actual fang punctures 

and wash the place, if pa;.sible, with soap and 
pure water. Do not invite infection with any 
kind of folk-remedy poultice. You could cause 
more problems than the bite itself, in some 
cases. 

• If you can reach an emergency medical 
facility in one hour or less, do nothing more at 
all. Exert the least pa;.sible effort and try no 
"heroics" in traffic. 

• If medical help is more distant and the 
symptoms are those of a venomous bite, lance 
the fang punctun;s deeply enough to bring a flow 
of blood. Use the sharpest, most sterile blade 
possible - a flame-heated knife, for instance, 
or preferably the blade from a commercial 
snakebite kit. Make one linear cut through both 
fang wounds, or one through each, parallel to 
blood veins but not deep enough to penetrate 

Reid tests do not substantiate 
that rattlers smell like 
watermelons, but they do 
indicate that where the belief is 
strong, farmers miss fewer 
melons from their fields. 

year from bee stings. 
It's also true that many outdoorsmen, through 

no fault of their own, rarely see a snake. Snakes 
just like it better that way. 

The safety-conscious wear boots for that 
"ounce of prevention" and carry snakebite kits 
for the "pound of cure." 

While you put up with boring, asinine snake 
tales of others until your chance to enlighten 
them with a gripping adventure of your own, 

blood vessels. Do not slash an "X" over a fang 
puncture as once was the practice. That can 
actually increase tissue destruction, even leaving 
a "hole" after healing. 

• Apply a tourniquet "above" the snakebite. 
Tighten it just short of stopping deeper arterial 
blood flow and leave it there. Its purpose is to 
delay venom absorption into the bloodstream 
from smaller vessels at the site of the bite. Do not 
crank it down until all circulation stops, then 
loosen it periodically to prevent gangrene. 

• Use suction, preferably with the cup from a 
snakebite kit, to draw out venom. Suction by 
mouth should be avoided if at all pa;.sible. 

• Do not use ice, as often is suggested. Even if 
it can somewhat ease localized pain, it will not 
prevent swelling and might complicate snakebite 
with frostbite. 

• Drinking alcohol will not help and can 
even increase venom absorption. 

• If first-aid materials are available, swab out 
the lanced area with a proper antiseptic -
Betadine Solution, for instance - or use soap 

and water. 
• Cover the wound with the cleanest pa;.sible 

bandage. Ideally, tape a sterile gauze pad from a 
first-aid kit over it. 

you might think over these statistics: 
The record for a cottonmouth was an eastern 

seventy-six inches long and the average is thirty 
to forty-eight. 

Rattler measurements, as recorded, do not 
include length of the rattles, which are added 
one by one each time the snake sheds, usually 
twice a year. Canebrake rattlers average forty
two to sixty inches long and the record is 7 4 ½ 
inches. Timber rattlers average thirty-six to sixty 
inches and the record is seventy-four. The 
eastern diamondback, one of the most · 
dangerous snakes in the world, tops the 
poisonous snakes with a record of ninety-six 
inches, but it averages thirty-three to seventy
two. 

These are little gems of truth that are handy 
when yams grow glib and stray a shade afield. _ _, 
A nati«? of Greenville, HerlJ Johruan has ser«?d as a 
writer and editor of The Greenville News far some tttenty 
years and is a free-lance outdoor writer. 

• Get medical attention as soon as pa;.sible. 
• When the skin is broken, even by a non

venomous snake's bite, there is a tetanus 
potential and danger of infection. See a 
physician to be safe. 

Dr. Alexander said eight to ten snakebite 
victims are among the 75,000 emergency-room 
patients seen each year in the Greenville 
Hospital System. "The number might be larger 
in the lower part of the state," he said, where the 
"snakebite season" might be longer than the 
Upstate's June to October season, and snakes 
might be more prevalent. 

Treatment for the bite of a venomous snake 
requires considerable medical judgment, Dr. 
Alexander said. Polyvalent anti venom is in 
"horse serum" that can cause an allergic 
reaction in some people, so skin tests are 
necessary before it is used. Tetanus shots are 
standard procedure also. The antivenom is used 
in cautious dosages on a scale determined by 
initial need and monitored response. 

The treatment is not a welcome experience -
until you consider the alternative. _ _, 
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Jackligrters and other game thieves 
will soon face the largest law 
enforcement agency possible - the 
public. The public's eyes and private 
tips will help law officers more 
effectively apprehend poachers. 
(Seep. 58 for Operation Game Thief in action.) 

by Tom Poland 

A new program offers cash 
benefits to those South Caro-
1 in ians willing to take an active 
role in ridding our woods and 
waters of habitual violators and 
game poachers. 

OPE rION 
ETHIEF 

1·800·922•5431 
Citizen 
arrests-

you never hear of even one actually happening. 
Occasionally, the "straight man" on an old 
TV comedy will do his patriotic duty 
while the audience gets a laugh out of the 
dear old lawbreaker. The Andy Griffith Show, 
for instance, once featured a few plots revolving 
around a citizen arrest of some "dangerous" 
character, such as brick-throwing Ernest T. Bass 
or Otis, the perennial drunk. 

But in reality, the closest anybody has usually 
come to a citizen arrest is an anonymous call to 
law enforcement organizations, and this has 
happened all too rarely. Now, finally, a 
nationwide trend is emerging, and poachers are 
not laughing. About five years ago, New 
Mexico enacted a novel law that quickly caught 
the eye of wildlife law enforcement organizations 
throughout the country. 

New Mexico's "Operation Game Thief' 
works like this: Someone with hard-core 
information necessary to make a case solid dials a 
toll-free number and tips off the authorities. In 
return, the caller receives a reward ranging from 
$50 to $1,000 depending upon the severity of the 
case. Since the program began in 1977, calls 
from New Mexican citizens have resulted in the 
closing of 2 79 cases and the collection of fines 
totalling$ 77,340. Law officers report that 
ninety percent of the crimes would have 
remained undetected without this help. Other 

states quickly recognized that the hotline could 
easily be the sportsman's and conservation 
officer's best friend. 

Wyoming initiated a "Stop Poaching" 
program to provide substantial rewards to people 
turning in poachers by means of a toll-free 
telephone number. Callers don't have to reveal 
their identity, testify in court, or even sign a 
deposition. Conviction isn't necessary for the 
reward; all that's required is the issuance of a 
citation or the violator's arrest. Cash rewards are 
delivered by plain clothesmen in unmarked cars. 

Private contributions maintain the Wyoming 
reward fund , which is administered by a citizen's 
committee. The minimum reward for cases 
involving small game or fish is $100; information 
pertaining to big game or endangered species 
violations carries a minimum reward of$300. 
For particularly serious cases, the citizen's 
committee may offer rewards of$1,000 or more. 

Without a doubt, the program works; 
Wyoming's poachers suffered in 1982. The toll
free "Stop Poaching" line received 186 calls that 
led to 141 citations for game law violations. 
The Wyoming Wildlife Protector's Association, 
a group of private citizens concerned about 
poaching, paid out $13,350 to informants. 

Poaching in Missouri is a big problem. 
During the spring of 1982, poachers killed one
third of the transmitter-equipped turkey hens 
used by the Department of Conservation for a 
research study in northern Missouri. A citizen 
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Operation Game Thief 
gives every citizen an 
effective, anonymous 
way to protect his share 
of South Carolina's 
outdoor wealth while 
phasing out poachers. 

group, Operation Game Thief Inc., banded 
together to pay rewards to people whose 
information results in the apprehension of 
poachers. 

In many cases, Missourians refuse the 
rewards, saying they get reward enough from 
turning in poachers. Deer poachers, in addition 
to ruining the image of sportsmen, rob Missouri, 
Wyoming, and other states of millions of dollars 
to the economy in permits, hunting equipment, 
travel, lodging, and the value of the venison 
itself. (See "A Portrait of Poaching," South 
Carolina Wildlife, September-October 1982. ) 

Conservation officers in Missouri, in South 
Carolina, and in all states must cover hundreds 
of miles of back roads, forests, and fields. Now, 
officers can rely on public help to curtail 
poaching activities. 

Today about half of the states either have a 
paid reporting system, or will if and when 
pending legislation is passed. The general public 
represents the largest law enforcement agency a 
state can have. Without wimesses willing to try 
to stop wrongdoing, a poacher undetected in the 
field is literally "home free ' lllQ5t of the time. 
Now, however, home may not be the lllQ5t 
secure place. 

In Seattle, for example, a man discovered his 
neighbor had nine deer carcasses hidden in his 
garage. He phoned Washington's poaching 
number to report him. The man was arrested 
and fined over two thousand dollars. 

In Salt Lake City, someone tipped game 
wardens that they'd find 200 bobcats skins at a 
certain residence. The result: Six trappers and 
fur dealers went to jail. 

In Wyoming, a woman informed authorities 
that her husband had poached a deer. She told 
officers exactly where to locate the carcass. After 
obtaining a search warrant, officers discovered 
two antelope as well as the deer in a shed beside 
the couple's mobile home. Additional 
investigation uncovered two accessories to the 
crime and several license violations. Fines 
totalled $1,075. 

It comes as no surprise that the illegal taking 
of game is the focal point of wi Id! ife law 
enforcement. Most state wildlife agencies 
estimate the illegal taking of deer exceeds the 
legal harvest. While some feel that "ratting" on 
a friend, neighbor, or spouse is un-American, 
the reality is it reduces poaching. Charles 
Fullerton, director of California's Game and 
Fish Department, says, "My view is it's already 
the responsibility of citizens to report game law 
violations, and they shouldn't have to be 
motivated by a reward to do so. But if this helps 
us enforce our fish and game laws, I'm all for it. " 

Whatever name crime reporting systems go 
by, they do help wildlife agencies enforce the 

law. According to New Mexico's Game and Fish 
personnel, Operation Game Thief represents 
the equivalent of placing four or five additional 
officers in the field. Since 1977, New Mexico 
sports a 99 percent conviction rate on 397 
arrests. Fines total$105,050, rewards$35,600, 
and $54,571 have been contributed to the 
reward fund . 

"Say for pay" programs offer an attractive 
investment/return ratio for the sportsmen and 
others who support the program. 

South Carolina will soon join other states 
with its own version of Operation Game Thief. 
In 1982, the Law Enforcement Advisory Board 
unanimously recommended a program offering 
rewards to those who reported wildlife crimes. 
For years, the Southeastern Association of 
Game and Fish Agencies has discussed such a 
program. Soon, South Carolina will be exerting 
a new form of pressure on poachers. 

Pat Ryan, director of Law Enforcement at the 
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, feels Operation Game Thief will 
add a new dimension to the department's 
enforcement efforts. South Carolina's poachers 
will mistrust each other. Operation Game 
Thief, in many instances, may drive a wedge 
between those who are accustomed to thieving 
together. Two men spotlight some deer and 
divide up the carcasses. What's to keep one from 
destroying his "share" of the evidence and then 
putting officers on his buddy in return for cash? 
Someone who breaks the law might be less apt 
to keep his pact with a buddy, so it's not an 
unrealistic scenario. 

The knowledge that people can go to the 
bank while he goes to jail will make a poacher 
think. Some anonymous person will be betteroff 
financially while the poacher is sitting in jail. 
Crimes against people are generally reported, 
but that isn't always the case with crimes against 
wildlife. But with public backing for law 
enforcement, violators stand a much higher 
chance of arrest and conviction. 

Operation Game Thief is not South 
Carolina's first program for paying crime 
reporters. For some time, the Wild Turkey 
Federation has offered rewards leading to the 
arrest and conviction of people illegally taking 
turkeys. 

The turkey program works. In December of 
1982, a Fairfield County woman observed a 
flock of turkeys feeding near the back edge of her 
pasture. As she watched, a pickup truck pulled 
up; moments later, a shot rang out and a turkey 
fell. Enraged, the woman climbed through her 
fence in pursuit of the poacher, who by now was 
making his way to the downed bird. The woman 
scared him off, but she noted the truck, its 
occupants, and license plate. 



Justice proved reward enoug, for 
those who provided authorities 
information leading to the arrest of 
suspects in South Carolina's worst 
known wildlife massacre since 
market hunting was stopped. 

The poacher never got his turkey; what he got 
was an arrest, a stiff fine, and loss of his hunting 
privileges for a year. According to law 
enforcement officers, one of the poachers had 
been suspected of serious violations for a long 
time, and this observant woman's actions 
provided the hard evidence needed to put him 
out of action. 

The South Carolina Chapterof the Wild 
Turkey Federation paid her a $100 reward. The 
federation maintains its informant-reward 
system. Another group offering rewards for 
information concerning game law violations is 
the Greenville County Wildlife Club. Over the 
wildlife department's hotline, the entire state 
will have a network for reporting poachers. 

Ironically, the first instance of reward money 
corning from the Wildlife Department involves 
one of the worse, if not the worst, recorded game 
violations in the state's history. The massacre of 
deer, wild hogs, and other species in the 
Congaree Swamp near the Green Hill Hunt 
Club provoked the department to offer a $1,000 
reward for information pertaining to the parties 
perpetrating this atrocity. 

Although no one claimed the wildlife 
department's $1,000 reward, "tipsters" 
contacted CRIMESTOPPERS, the Columbia 
Police Department, and the wildlife department 
as well. In all, seventeen men were initially 
charged with 123 counts of wrongdoing. At the 
time of this printing, charges are still pending. 

Instances like this massacre and others have 
upset the true sportsmen of South Carolina. 
AssistantChiefoflaw Enforcement Bobby 
Gifford said, "This past year has been a 
particularly bad year. ... There's been an increase 
in serious violations and that's stirred up the 
sportsmen. The sportsmen of this state support 
the concept of Operation Game Thief. In fact, 
some of the county hunting and fishing clubs 
want to help create an additional fund for 
rewards in their area, which they hope will 
curtail illegal activities." 

South Carolina's Operation Game Thief 
works this way: Suppose you see or learn 
somehow of an illegal game act. You know who 
committed the crime, possibly you have 
recorded the license plate of their vehicle, and 
you know where conservation officers can go to 
seize "hard" evidence. 

Next, you dial the toll-free HOTLINE ( 1-
800-922-543 1) to give the Wildlife Law 
Enforcement Division the information necessary 
for arresting the culprits. You'll be assigned a 
code to protect your identity, and later you'll 
receive your reward in such a way that your 
identity is never even close to being 
compromised. 

The system is a simple one built on honesty 
and civic responsibility. Law-abiding citizens no 
longer have to tolerate the poachers and habitual 
violators who waste our natural resources and 
ruin the image of a good sport. _,,,.._, 
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Hunting: 
Fact vs. Opinion 
Editor's Note: The following was 
taken from ''What They Say About 
Hunting, '' an in,depth look at the 
sport this year presented by the 
International Association of Fish 
and Wildlife Agencies. The South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department is a member 
of this association. 

Facts and opinions. Do you 
know the difference? For 
example, if someone were to say 
there are nine players on a 
baseball team and five players on 
a basketball team, you would say 
this is a fact since the number of 
players on a baseball or basketball 
team can be proven by the rules 
which govern either sport. If 
someone were to say baseball is a 
better game than basketball, 
however, this would be an 
opinion, because you could 
always find another person who 
believes otherwise. 

Such is the case with hunting. 
Some people say they enjoy 
hunting because they enjoy the 
challenge of being outdoors. 
Others claim hunting is not a 
true sport because hunters are 
armed with high,powered rifles 
and game animals seldom have a 
chance to escape. Who's right? 
Who's wrong? 
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Sometimes on television or in 
the newspaper, you may see or 

- read about someone or some 
group opposed to the hunting of 
game animals, while at the same 
time you see other individuals or 
groups expressing another 
opinion. In such a dispute, you 
will usually hear some things that 
are clearly true and other things 
that may not be so clearly true. 

A spokesman for one 
organization opposed to any form 
of hunting has said, "Sport 
hunting is neither sport nor 
hunting. Hunting is as easy as 
shooting fish in a barrel." 

That statement is one of the 
most often heard opinions 
against hunting. They believe 
hunting is not a true sport 
because the hunters are armed 
with high-powered rifles and the 
game animals seldom have a 
chance to escape. 

On the other side are 
individuals who feel that anyone 
who thinks there is not a contest 
between the hunter and game 
has never hunted or even 
attempted to learn what hunting 
is like. Hunting, they explain, is 
just what the word says. It's 
searching. It involves hunters 
entering the woods in search of 
game such as deer, for example. 

Most often the game does a 
very good job of not getting 
found. Back in 1900, there were 

about four million hunters in this 
country and about 500,000 deer. 
Today, there are more than 
eighteen million hunters - four 
times as many as there were in 
1900. If hunting were as easy as 
some people say, it would stand 
to reason that we would have far 
less than 500,000 deer today. 
However, that is not the case. 
Today, we have over twelve 
million deer in the nation -
about twenty,four times the 
numberwehadin 1900. 

Some of those opposed to 
hunting say that all a hunter has 
to do is walk into the woods and 
the game will be waiting there. 
On the other hand, many believe 
hunting is extremely challenging 
due to a game animal's natural 
instincts, speed, and its ability to 
conceal itself from its enemies. 

There is a definite contest 
between the hunter and game, 
and the game wins far more often 
than the hunter. According to a 
survey conducted by the 
University of Arizona, the 
typical hunter in the United 
States will hunt for over three 
years before he bags a deer. 

Another statement made by 
groups opposed to hunting is that 
hunting is cruel to animals 
because of the way the animal is 
made to die. They say we should 
let nature take its course and let 
animals, such as deer, die a 
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There is a definite contest between the hunter and game and 
the game wins far more often than the hunter. 

natural death. But others ask if 
hunting is more cruel or humane 
than allowing nature to take its 
course, which usually means 
death by starvation, disease, or 
predators. 

It is a fact in the natural world 
that death must occur for life to 
continue. It is also a fact of nature 
that survival depends upon the 
ability to obtain food and to 
avoid being eaten. If any living 

thing does not get enough to eat, 
it will eventually starve to death 
or be weakened by disease to the 
point where it is no longer able to 
survive in the natural world. 
According to the laws of nature, 
there are only those animals 
which kill to eat (predators) and 
those which are killed and eaten 
(prey). 

Every animal, wild or 
domestic, ugly or beautiful, large 

or small, must someday die -
usually to become food for 
another creature. We may not 
like to think about it, but in the 
thousands of years of civilized 
man, we haven't been able to 
change this natural law. Nature 
made the rule, hunters didn't, 
and blaming hunters for killing 
wildlife will not change it. 
Persons opposed to hunting 
would like to have nature take its 
course and see deer and other 
game animals die by starvation, 
disease, and predators. Wildlife 
management professionals, 
however, believe that regulated 
hunting of game animals removes 
the surplus of game animals 
produced each year. In addition, 
it serves to reduce crop damage 

~ by maintaining a balance 
~ betweenthetotalnumberof 
~ game animals and the capability 

of their habitat to supply their 
needs. 

Of all the arguments for and 
against hunting, there are three 
facts that cannot be disputed. 
The first is there are some hunters 
who do not deserve the right to 
hunt. They constantly break the 
laws which were established to 
regulate hunting and these 
lawbreakers are not sportsmen in 
any way. In fact, they are a big 
part of the reason many people 
don't like hunting. Although 
there is no agreement on the 
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It takes a typical hunter three 
and a half years to bag a deer. 

The large number of wood 
ducks we have today is the 
result of the millions of dollars 
hunters pay each year for 
conservation efforts. 
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number of hunters who are good 
sportsmen and those who are 
not, there is no disagreement that 
there are a few hunters who 
violate the rules of hunting 
sportsmanship and that their 
behavior reflects badly on good 
hunters who are sportsmen. 

The second fact is there is a 
definite challenge involved in 
hunting. Contrary to what some 
groups claim, hunting is not as 
easy as shooting fish in a barrel. 
Hunters do not simply walk into 
the woods and pick out the game 
animals they want, while the 
animal has no chance of escape. 

The final fact is that hunting, 
regulated by the principles of 
wildlife management, never has 
posed any kind of threat to any 
wildlife species. When provided 
with adequate habitat, game 
animals can be hunted during a 
specific season and in regulated 
numbers with no danger to their 
abundance in the future. Any 
individual or group that accuses 

il hunters of threatening our 
~ wildlife is either unaware of the 
~ facts or is choosing to ignore them. 

Although these facts can help 
us sort the truth from opinions 
about hunting, they do not mean 
we can label either side of the 
hunting issue as clearly right or 
wrong. Those who choose to 
hunt are no more right or wrong 
than those who say we should not 
hunt. Nor is it wrong for some 
people to say hunting is 

acceptable but that they choose 
not to hunt themselves. Most 
Americans would probably fall 
into this category. 

By now we hope you have 
become aware of the difference 
between the facts and opinions 
surrounding hunting and those 
who choose to hunt. The next 
time you hear or read what an 
individual or an organization has 
said about hunting, we hope you 
can better judge who is giving 
you facts and who is expressing 
anopm1on. 

Fact vs. Opinion 
Some of the statements below 

are facts and can be proved, 
while other statements are 
opinions and cannot be proven 
right or wrong. Indicate in the 
space provided beside each 
statement whether you think it is 
a fact or an opinion. The answers 
following the quiz may surprise you. 

1. Hunting is not a true sport 
because hunters are armed with 
high~powered rifles and the game 
animals seldom have a fair 
chance to escape. 

□ Fact □ Opinion 
2. In 1900, there were about 
500,000 deer in the United 
States and about four million 
hunters. Today, there are over 
twelve million deer and eighteen 
million hunters. 

□ Fact □ Opinion 



All fifty states have hunter education programs to encourage 
hunters to practice ethical conduct and good sportsmanship. 

3. While it is true that hunters 
pay millions of dollars a year to 
help conserve wildlife, they only 
do it so they'll have more to shoot. 

D Fact □ Opinion 
4. The typical deer hunter will 
hunt for three and a half years 
before he bags a deer. 

□ Fact D Opinion 
5. Hunters pay more than $350 
million each year for 
conservation programs. 

□ Fact D Opinion 
6. Hunting is a primitive and 
cruel activity that has no place in 
our modem society. 

□ Fact □ Opinion 
7. Hunting that is regulated by 
principles of wildlife 
management does not threaten 
the future of any species of 
wildlife in the United States. 

D Fact □ Opinion 
8. All fifty states have hunter 
education programs which 
encourage hunters to practice 
ethical conduct and 
sportsmanship. 

□ Fact □ Opinion 

Answers: 

1. Opinion. Although many 
people believe hunting is not a 
true sport, many others believe 
hunting is extremely challenging 
due to the game's natural 
instinct, speed, ability to conceal 
itself, and other natual defense 
mechanisms. 
2. Fact. Conservation history 
books and wildlife management 
professionals agree habitat 
destruction and commercial 
hunting had reduced the number 
of white-tailed deer to about 
500,000 in 1900. Today, 
population estimates by various 
state wildlife agencies set the 
population at more than twelve 
million, twenty-four times the 
number in 1900, while the 
number of hunters have 
increased over four times. 
3. Opinion. Sportsmen pay 
millions of dollars each year for 
the protection of many species of 
wildlife - both hunted and 
non-hunted - but there are 

those who believe hunters would 
lose their interest in wildlife 
conservation if hunting were 
banned. 
4. Fact. Statistics provided by 
state wildlife agencies indicate it 

0 
takes a typical hunter three to 

! four years before he is successful 
~ in bagging a deer. 

5. Fact. Hunters pay more than 
$350 million each year for 
conservation through their 
purchase of hunting licenses and 
permits and the payment of a 
special excise tax on guns and 
ammunition. 
6. Opinion. A recent survey of 
junior and senior high school 
students indicated about fifty 
percent thought hunting was 
cruel and fifty percent thought 
hunting was not cruel. 
7. Fact. Conservation and 
wildlife profes.sionals, and even 
some anti-hunters admit that 
hunting, when regulated by the 
principles of wildlife 
management, never has, nor does 
it now, pose any threat to the 
continued well-being of any 
wildlife species. 
8. Fact. All states now have 
hunter education programs, and 
about half of these programs are 
mandatory. In states where 
hunter education is mandatory, a 
first-time hunter is not eligible to 
buy a hunting license if he does 
not enroll in an succes.sfully 
complete a hunter education 
course. _ _, 
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Watt Bill 
To Protect 
Wetlands 

"The need to conserve the 
nation's wetlands has never been 
more critical," said Interior 
Secretary James Watt in 
submitting to Congres.s a draft bill 
entitled the "Protect Our 
Wetlands and Duck Resources Act 
of1983." 

The bill would prohibit the use 
of federal tax dollars to subsidize 
drainage and development of 
critical wetlands. 

Approximately half of the 215 
million wetland acres that once 
existed in the United States have 
disappeared, Secretary Watt 
advised the Congres.s. A recent 
Interior Department study 

indicates current los.ses total 
458,000 acres, or 715 square 
miles, every year. Over 9 million 
acres, an area nearly twice the size 
ofNew Jersey, were lost in the 
twenty-year period from the 1950s 
to the 1970s covered by the study. 

"Wetlands are among the most 
productive lands on earth," Watt 
said. 'They serve as critical 
nurseries for fish and shellfish, 
provide breeding and wintering 
grounds for our nation's migratory 
bird populations, and support 
countles.s other plants and animals. 
Wetlands contribute to the 
production of a commercial and 
recreational fishery harvest valued 
at several billion dollars annually. 
They also provide millions of 
Americans with opportunities for 
recreational activities, provide 
natural food and erosion control, 
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Waterfowl, such as the pintail illustrated, are but one of the countless 
species dependent upon our wetlands. 

and help to supply the nation's 
increasing demand for safe, pure 
water." 

The draft legislation would 
establish a Protect Our Wetlands 
and Duck Resources (POWDR) 
System, comprised of wetlands 
that provide significant wildlife, 
fisheries, or water purification 
benefits. Within this system, new 
federal expenditures or financial 
as.sistance for any purpose other 
than certain specifically excepted 
activities would be prohibited. 
The bill would not prohibit 
property owners from building on 
their property and it would not 
impose federally mandated duties 
on state or local governments, 
Watt said. 

About 8. 2 million wetland acres 
are under federal or state 
protection in the lower forty-eight 
states, Secretary Watt noted. The 
remaining 86.8 million acres are in 
private ownership. 

The bill would amend the Land 
and Water Conservation Fund to 
authorize grants to states for 
wetlands conservation in an 
amount equal to three times the 
amount of a given state's annual 
duck stamp (or similar stamp) 
revenues. 

The bill also bolsters federal 
wetlands protection by extending 
the Wetlands Loan Act ( due to 
expire September 30, 1983) for ten 
years and by forgiving repayment·of 
advances made under that act. -
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In addition, the bill increases 
the price of the federal duck stamp 
from $7.50 to $15 and authorizes 
Watt to require a valid federal duck 
stamp or single visit permit for 
entrance into certain designated 
units of the National Wildlife 
Refuge System. 

Taken together, these 
provisions would generate about 
$25 million annually in new 
federal revenues for wetland 
protection and would also make 
available the $53 million unspent 
balance in the Wetlands Loan 
Act .. • 

Dysart Elected 
ToNWFPost 

Benjamin C. Dysart III, a 
Clemson University professor and 
leading authority on 
environmental and water resources 
engineering, was elected president 
of the National Wildlife Federation 
this year. 

Dysart is a long-time official 
with the national federation and its 
affiliate, the South Carolina 
Wildlife Federation. He succeeds 
C. Clifton Young ofReno, 
Nevada, as president of the nation's 
largest conservation education 
organization. 

"At this most critical time for 
America and our natural resources, 
the National Wildlife Federation is 
the most effective force to get the 
country back on a reasonable and 
responsible environmental 
course," said Dysart at the 
federation's annual meeting in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dysart has been the vice 
president of the national 
organization since 1978. He was 
first elected to the board of 
directors in 197 4 and has served 
on the board's executive 
committee since 1976. 

Benjamin C. Dysart III 

Dysart has also developed a 
nationally recognized program in 
environmental management 
systems at Clemson where he has 
been a member of the engineering 
faculty since 1968. A past 
president of the South Carolina 
Wildlife Federation, he is also past 
chairman of the South Carolina 
Environmental Quality Control 
Advisory Board. 

Clemson University is well 
represented in the top leadership 
positions of the National Wildlife 
Federation, an organization with 
4. 2 million members and 
supporters. In 1981 , Clemson 
wildlife professor Jay D. Hair was 
named national federation 
executive vice president, the 
organization's top professional 
position, _ _, 

Windsurfers and other sailboards 
are no longer exempt from the 
requirement to have a U.S. Coast 
Guard approved personal flotation 
device ( PFD) for each person on 
board. 

Any approved life preserver, 
buoyant vest, or special purpose 
device will meet the legal requirements 
provided it's in good condition and of 
appmpriare size for the person using it. 
An approved buoyant cushion may 
be carried instead of a iuearable 
device. 

Bald Eagle 
Recovery 

Is the American bald eagle 
making a comeback? Yes, says the 
latest National Wildlife survey. 

A decade after DDT was 
banned in the United States, the 
bald eagle, once devastated by the 
pesticide, seems to be making a 
comeback or recovery from its 
endangered status, says Brian 
Millsap, coordinator of the 
federation's fifth annual nationwide 
midwinter bald eagle survey. The 
latest survey, completed in January, 
was conducted in the lower forty
eight states with the help of 
hundreds of volunteers. 

Since the surveys began in 
1979, notes Millsap, the number 
of eagle sightings each year has 
increased. Last year, nearly 
fourteen thousand eagles were 
sighted, compared with about ten 
thousand four years earlier. 

"Any comeback will be a slow 
one," said Millsap. "The number 
of breeding pairs of bald eagles is 
quite small, only about 1,200 pairs 
in the lower forty-eight." _ _, 

Eagles Return 
For the first time since records 

have been kept, two adult bald 
eagles born in South Carolina 
have returned to nest here. 

The eagles were banded as 
nestlings five years ago. "The 
significance of this is that it 
demonstrates recruitment to the 
South Carolina breeding 
population," said Thomas M. 
Murphy, an endangered species 
biologist with the state wildlife 
department. 

Murphy pointed out that the 
sighting of the nesting eagles in 
February is the culmination of five 
years of waiting for the biologists 
working in the state eagle project. 
He views this as a milestone in his 

seven years of eagle research. The 
observation indicates that five 
years are required for eagles to 
reach sexual maturity. 

Murphy reported that during 
late winter aerial surveys, five 
marked eagles were spotted, 
including the two "newlyweds." 
Another marked eagle has entered 
an existing nesting territory to 
form a "pair bond" with the other 
occupant of the territory, said the 
biologist. 

Apparently, the two rell,13ining 
marked birds failed to find a mate 
during the mating season. (Eagles 
mate for life.) These sightings 
indicate that the adult eagles come 
back pretty close to their 
birthplace, Murphy said. 

Murphy maintains that the 
South Carolina eagle population 
has remained stable, although low 
in number, during the seven years 
he has been monitoring eagles in 
South Carolina. 

Historically, probably one 
hundred territories existed in 
South Carolina, he said. This year 
there are twenty-one active 
territories where eggs were laid, 
which is about the same as last 
year. There are several good signs 
that the eagle in South Carolina 
might be making an overall 
increase in the population, 
although it's premature to 
speculate on this, Murphy said. 

"In another five years we'll 
know what percent of the eagles 
fledged in South Carolina survive 
to nest. And whether our eagle 
population is secure or insecure," 
Murphy concluded. 

The eagle project is financed by 
donations to the Check for 
Wildlife fund found on state 
income tax forms. _ _, 

It takes nature a thousand years to 
farm an inch of topsoil, but in some 
parts of the United States, the soil i.s 
washed or bloum off farm/and within 
four years. 
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W:ith the price of puppies 
of good hunting stock 
hitting around $200, 

the prospective dog owner should 
know a few things about picking a 
puppy. WilliamE. West, DVM, 
offers a few helpful hints on 
selecting a puppy from the 
standpoint of the dog's health. 

"Try to select while the litter is 
still together," says Dr. West. 
"Check for bright, shiny hair and 
pink gums, playful activity, and an 
overall healthy appearance. 

"A good age to wean puppies is 
at six weeks. At that age healthy 
pups will exhibit tendencies for 
rambling, sniffing, and being 
curious about their world. 

"Puppies should be treated for 
intestinal worms at two, four, and 
six weeks," he continued. "Check 
the breeder's records to insure that 
these critical treatments have been 
made; this shows that the breeder is 
careful about the condition of his 
puppies. 
"With the high price of puppies, 

it's important to secure a contract 
with the breeder to guarantee the 
dog's health. This contract simply 
protects your investment until a 
qualified veterinarian can examine 
the dog and certify that he is free of 
congenital defects and contagious 
disease. If the vet discovers any 
sign of serious illness, the buyer can 
return the pup and get his money 
back. 

"The most common mistakes 
people make are waiting too long 
to get a puppy his inoculations and 
worm treatments. The puppy 
should be examined and 
vaccinated by a vet between six 
and eight weeks of age, preferably 
within ten'days of purchase. 

"After the dog is taken home," 
he concluded, "the new owner 
should feed the same kind of food 
the breeder was using. This helps 
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miminize the stress 
of adjusting to 

anew home." 
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Todd Rackley inspects lespedeza growing in his wildlife food plot. His 
plot placed first in the F.A.C.E. competition. 

F.A.C.E. 
For Wildlife 

For the past three years, 
youngsters with Four-H Clubs 
throughout South Carolina have 
been busy planting wildlife food 
plots through the annual "F. A. C. E. 
(Food And Cover Establishment) 
for Wildlife" program. 

Each year a food plot is selected 
as best in the state. A wildlife plot 
is planted from a three-pound 
packet of seed with a mixture of 
soybeans, cowpeas, browntop 
millet, sorghum, sunflower, 
sesame, and bicolor lespedeza. In 
the first growing season, the 
annual plants, such as millet and 
sunflower, produce seed which is 
eaten by local wildlife species. 
Perennial bicolor lespedeza starts 
bearing seed in the second year, 
grows into a large woody shmb, 

and can provide a wildlife food 
source for thirty or more years. 

Wildlife food plots such as those 
planted by Four-H members can 
make permanent habitat 
improvement in addition to their 
first-year seed crop. 

Todd Rackley of Joanna, who 
took third place in the 1981 food 
plot contest, produced the 
winningplotin 1982. With 
supplemental yearly fertilization 
and bush-hogging, young 
Rackley's lespedeza patch will serve 
as a vigorous wildlife food source 
for many years to come, according 
to state wildlife officials. 

Sponsored jointly by the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department and the 
Clemson University Extension 
Service, the F.A.C.E. program is 
designed to educate youth in 
wildlife habitat and to encourage 
the planting of food plots. _,,,,., 

Farm Program 
Can Help Wildlife 

The nearly 20 million acres of 
cropland taken out of production 
by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) could be of 
tremendous benefit to wildlife, 
reports the Wildlife Management 
Institute (WM]). 

America's farmers are producing 
more food, feed, and fiber than the 
market will bear. The USDA buys 
and stores the goods, but it's 
running out of storage space. As 
has been done in the past, USDA 
wants to pay farmers not to grow 
certain crops. 

The key to wildlife benefits from 
this new farm program is how the 
"set-aside" acres are managed 
when taken from production. 
Unless the land is seeded and 
maintained in vegetation that 
provides food and cover, the 
program will be a bust for wildlife, 
cautions WMI. 

Conservationists encourage 
USDA to develop guidelines for 
the current set-aside program that 
will require landowners to manage 
retired acres in ways that prevent 
soil erosion and aid wildlife. • 

Black Duck 
Restrictions 

Mississippi and Atlantic Flyway 
waterfowlers can expect black duck 
harvest restrictions this fall, 
according to the National Wildlife 
Federation. 

Atlantic Flyway Technical 
Committee biologists made the 
recommendation to reduce flyway
wide harvest by twenty-five 
percent during a recent meeting. 
The proposal will affect states in 
both flyways, especially those in 



New England and the Mid
Atlantic states where the greatest 
number of black ducks are 
harvested. 

Some of the options for 
decreasing the harvest include 
lower bag limits, shorter seasons, 
and reduced shooting hours. 

South Carolina's black duck 
daily bag limit traditionally has 
been one bird per day except in 
Georgetown, Charleston, and 
Colleton counties where the 
season on black ducks is closed. 

Black ducks are off limits to 
hunters in these three coastal 
counties because the wildlife 
department is attempting to 
establish the mottled duck in the 
region. Mottled ducks and black 
ducks are almost identical in 
appearance. ·• 

When painting the bottom of a 
boat with marine anti-fouling paint, 
don't paint ground plates and 
transducers for depth finders . Ground 
plates for WRAN receivers and 
Marine SSB Radios must be free of 
paint for the equipment to function 
properly. 

Student Wins 
Poster Contest 

Heather Trimnal, a seventh 
grade student at Thomas Sumter 
Academy in Dalzell, won first 
place in a recent poster contest 
conducted to promote the South 
Carolina "Check for Wildlife" 
program. 

A resident of Rembert in 
Sumter County, Trimnal won for 
her presentation of South 
Carolina's endangered wildlife 
with the slogan "Can You Help?" 
Her teacher is M. R. Atkinson. 

As first place winner, Trimnal 
had the opportunity to band a bald 
eagle at a wildlife management area 

Poster contest winner Heather T rirnnal of Rembert with banded 
fledgling eagle. Biologist Sally Hopkins assists. 

in the coastal region of the state. 
She assisted state wildlife 
department endangered species 
biologists at the nest. 

While assisting in the banding, 
she had a "hands-on" experience 
with the department's effort to 
monitor the eagle population in 
South Carolina. (See "Eagles 
Return" in this Roundtable.) 

Check for Wildlife is a voluntary 
contribution South Carolina 
taxpayers may make to the wildlife 
department by making a mark on 
the appropriate line of their state 
income tax return form. 

Proceeds from the checkoff go 
to research and management of 
endangered species in South 
Carolina, nongame (not hunted) 
wildlife programs, and the South 
Carolina Heritage Trust. 

Riverbanks Zoo in Columbia 
co-sponsored the poster contest 
with the South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department. ·• 

New Champion 
Rick Stone of Spartanburg 

became South Carolina's new wild 
turkey calling champion at the 
1983 South Carolina Wild Turkey 

Calling Championship held this 
year in Edgefield. 

The annual event is sponsored 
by the Edgefield County Game and 
Fish Association. The contest is in 
its fourteenth year. 

Johnny Dorn of Greenwocx:1, 
last year's state champion, won the 
open championship. Edward 
Bowie of Due West won the youth 
contest for the second consecutive 
year. 

Twenty-seven persons 
competed in the three contest 
categories. Open competition is 
available to all competitors, 
including nonresidents. Only 
SouthCarolina residents may 
compete in the state championship. 

Sam Crouch, spokesman for the 
association, estimated the crowd of 
spectators at between 200 and 300. 
The contest has grown steadily 
since it began fourteen years ago, 
he said .. _, · 

Loggerhead sea turtles nesting 
along South CaroUna' s beaches may 
nest several times a season. Each time 
the nesting female lays about 120 eggs 
into a f)ask-shaped cavity she digs in 
the sand. The threatened loggerhead is 
the only sea turtle that nests in South 
CaroUna. 

Our office receives a lot of 
calls about boating 
problems, but probably the 

most frequently asked questions 
concern titling and registration of 
boats and outboard motors. I 
recently talked with W. C. West, 
supervisor of titling and 
registration, about some of the 
more common questions. 

Here are his answers: When 
purchasing a boat from a dealer, 
the dealer is responsible for making 
application within twenty days. 
When purchasing from an 
individual, the buyer needs to get 
the registration card, which says on 
the front if the boat is titled. If 
titled, you need to complete 
"Section Number 1, Transfer of 
Titles" on the reverse side of the 
certificate of ti tie. 

All sailboats and motorboats 
over fourteen feet have to be titled. 
All outboard motors five 
horsepower and up have to be 
titled, and all boats propelled by 
machinery have to be registered. 

For sales between individuals, a 
casual tax of four percent has to be 
paid to the South Carolina Tax 
Commission on transfers of 
registration, and an ST-236-B 
must accompany an application for 
transfer of watercraft and outboard 
motor. 

If boat and motor have passed 
through several persons without 
proper transfer procedures, expect 
to have problems. In such a 
situation, it will be up to you to 
contact all of the previous owners 
so that proper transfers of ti tie and 
registration can be made. 

If you decide to change your 
place of residence, law requires you 
to let the Titling and Registration 
Division know within fifteen days. 

Still have questions? Call (803) 
758-0030. 

By 
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H w unfortunate that a 
me of year chosen by so 
any for their coastal 

vacation and, in fact, a time of 
mid-break in the summer 
vacations for almost all students 
should somehow be dubbed the 
"doldrums" as far as saltwater 
fishing is concerned. If June, July, 
and August were the only real 
times I had to fish in the ocean and 
our rnaivelous salt marsh estuaries, 
I would be incensed at anyone 
calling them the times of fish 
"doldrums." 

My very next action would be to 
go out and prove that they are 
anything indeed but doldrums, and 
I may find myself getting a little 
curious about how they got that 
name anyway. I know that August 
has its "dog days' when it is so hot 
and still that dogs go mad in the 
noonday sun. But I thought that 
happened somewhere up near 
Clemson instead of out off the 
artificial reef, the "Betty Ross" off 
Port Royal Sound, where black sea 
bass and amberjack and barracuda 
and king mackerel and groupers 
and cobia are out there so thick 
they're biting each other while 
they wait for another baited rig to 
come by. 

Doldrums, indeed! 
The word must have been 

invented by a handful of anglers 
(perhaps just a single fisherman), 
who had time to fish year-round. 
That feeding frenzy following winter 
eventually tapers off into what 
becomes just the ordinary, run-of
the-mill feeding patterns of the 
sea, and believe me, there's 
nothing ordinary or run-of-the-
mill about that. 

And so it is incredible that they 
should be called the doldrums. Just 
because they're followed again by 
the fa ll feeding frenzy, they must 
seem that way. When in fact, they 
are among the most rnaivelous of 

all fishing times. 

Poucher 
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Fish Quota Set 
Size limits and haivest quotas 

for king and Spanish mackerel and 
cobia have been set by the South 
Atlantic Fisheries Management 
Council, which regulates South 
Carolina's offshore waters. 

Regulations recently approved 
by the council dictate that 
commercial as well as recreational 
fishermen may no longer haivest 
Spanish mackerel less than twelve 
inches in fork length. Cobia may 
not be haivested less than thirty
three inches in fork length. 

Haivest quotas are also set for 
mackerel. A season for taking 
mackerel has been put into effect 
and may be closed should the 
quotas be reached. 

Annual quotas for king 
mackerel have been set at 28 
million pounds for recreational 
anglers and nine million pounds for 
commercial fishermen. A total of 
27 million pounds of Spanish 
mackerel may be haivested 
annually by commercial and 
recreational fishermen. 

Moore, head of the recreational 
fisheries at the state wildlife 
department's Marine Resources 
Division, explained that the 
regulations apply to fishing for 
these species in the "Fisheries 
Conseivation Zone" that extends 
&om three to 200 miles offshore. 
The quotas also apply to the three
mile near-shore zone that is under 
the state's jurisdiction, but the 
council lacks authority to close the 
fishing season there. 

In 1976, Congress passed the 
Fishery Conseivation and 
Management Act which 
established a 200-mile "fishing 
conseivation zone" surrounding 
the United States coast and its 
territorial waters. The act also 
created autonomous fishery 
management councils in regions of 
the country and includes the 
South Atlantic Fisheries 
Management Council in the 
Southe~t region. 

While the regulations have no 
jurisdiction in the state's zone, 
Moore speculated that most of the 
coastal states will eventually pass 
laws that will conform with the 
regulations. 

"This will improve law 
enforcement capabilities," he 
advised, "and comply with the 
overall management policies of the 
plan." 

At this time, however, there is 
no sign that the state legislature is 
considering such a law, Moore 
added. 

"This is the first plan 
implemented by the council that 
directly affects South Carolina 
recreational fishermen," said 
Moore, a marine biologist. "It's 
probably the most significant thing 
that has happened to fisheries 
management in the fishing 
conseivation zone off South 
Carolina since the act was passed. 

"This is just the beginning," he 
said. "Many of our fisheries in the 
future will be managed by such 
plans. It is extremely important 
that recreational fishermen have 
input and a voice in the 
formulation of these plans." 

Moore said the South Carolina 
offshore fisherman has always seen 
the offshore waters as a "take what 
you will" zone. But these 
regulations change that. _ _,,_, 

Fishermen Pay 
$1,200 

Six men paid bonds and fines 
totalling $1,200 in March at the 
Berkeley County Magistrate's 
Court for fishing gill nets illegally 
in Lake Moultrie. The arrest was 
made thanks to the Operation 
Game Thief Hotline (see page 46). 

Hubert C. Clemens and John P. 
Clemens of Green Sea and George 

D. Hammond and Edison Floyd of 
Nichols were found guilty and 
charged $200 each by Magistrate 
Ira M. Grady. Perry Williamson 
and Donald Ray T umer ofN ichols 
did not appear in court and 
forfeited the bond they had posted 
at the time of their arrest. 

State wildlife conseivation 
officers arrested the six men and 
confiscated their fishing 
equipment and catch for the gill 
net violations between Angels 
Landing and Sandy Beach in Lake 
Moultrie. 

Officers Earl Taimey Jr., Amos 
Gourdine, Tony Weeks, Don 
Arnold, Curtis Peagler, and 
Chuck Dial of Berkeley County 
and Bill Fraser, Jackie Wilson, and 
Pel Bradford of Williamsburg 
County were involved in the case. 

More than eight hundred 
pounds of fish were confiscated, 
including crappie, largemouth, 
and striped bass, catfish, and carp. 
The confiscated fish were given to 
Tara Hall home in Georgetown 
and Jenkins Orphanage in 
Charleston. 

In addition, five one-man boats, 
four electric motors, two fourteen
foot john boats, two outboard 
motors, and 1,500 yards of net 
were confiscated. 

"This is one of the more 
significant cases that the wildlife 
department has made in the 
Santee-Cooper area," said 
Captain C.R. Murray, district law 
enforcement supeivisor. "It shows 
the value of our 24-hour toll-&ee 
enforcement hotline and the quick 
response time of our officers. We 
hope that the actions we have 
taken will be a deterrent to future 
illegal fishing operations in Lakes 
Marion and Moultrie." _ _,,_, 
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Joab Dowling shows his fifty-four-and-one-half-pound saltwater record. 

Salty Striper 
Sets Record 

While the saltwater category 
has been established on the state's 
Marine Game Fish Record's 
Program list two years before, the 
category went unfilled until 
Roberts caught his striper, 
according to Don Hammond of 
the state wildlife department's 
Marine Resources Division. 

South Carolina is famous for its 
striped bass, that is the 
"freshwater" or "landlocked" 
striped bass of the Santee-Cooper 
lakes. The saltwater striper is 
virtually "an unknown fish" in the 
Palmetto State, which is a 
paradox, Hammond said, because 
the striped bass after all is a 
saltwater fish. 

Hammond acknowledged that 
even though the striped bass is 
perhaps among the most studied of 
fish in other regions, not much is 

known about it in South Carolina 
coastal waters. 

A couple months after the first 
South Carolina saltwater striped 
bass record was set, it was broken 
in March by a Beaufort angler 
whose fish topped the previous 
mark by better than seventeen 
pounds. 

Joab Dowling, a Beaufort 
attorney, boated a forty-four-pound 
eight-ounce striped bass to set the 
new record. He hooked the fish in 
Wimbee Creek close to St. Helena 
Sound near Beaufort. David 
Roberts of Mount Pleasant landed 
the first record from a Charleston 
County tidal creek in January. 
Robert's fish weighed twenty-seven 
pounds fourteen ounces. _ _,.., 

"On the 
Chopping Block" 

Despite funding for an 
additional year, federal fish 
hatcheries in South Carolina 

remain "on the chopping block," 
according to a state wildlife 
commissioner. 

The hatcheries include the cold
water trout hatchery at Walhalla 
and the warm-water hatchery at 
Cheraw. The federal hatchery at 
Orangeburg seems safe for the 
moment, say state wildlife officials. 

Rainbow and brown trout are 
produced at Walhalla for stocking 
the state's Mountain region 
streams with catchable-size fish. 
Trout are also stocked in the 
tailrace below the Lake Murray 
Dam in Lexington County. 

Bream and largemouth bass are 
produced at the Cheraw Hatchery, 
mainly for farm pond stocking. 

"We're tired of ( the Walhalla 
hatchery) being on the chopping 
block," said LanyOwen of Easley, 
a member of the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Commission. Owen said that if the 
federal cold-water hatchery is 
closed, within two years trout 
fishing would be nonexistent in 
South Carolina. About 900,000 
pounds of trout, the bulk of which 
are stocked into South Carolina 
streams, are produced annually at 
the hatchery. 

Joe Logan, chief of fisheries for 
the state wildlife department, said 
there is a one-time contingency 
fund in the current South Carolina 
budget that would permit the state 
to take financial responsibility for 
the Walhalla hatchery. 

"That's what we would like to 
happen, frankly," said Logan. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service would like to close or tum 
over to the states thirty-one of 
eighty-nine federal hatcheries 
nationwide. 

If the Walhalla hatchery is 
eventually dropped into state 
hands, said Owen, the state's 
mountain trout fishermen might 
be asked to pick up the tab. Owen 
said this could be done in the form 
of a trout stamp or an additional 
license for trout. Neighboring 
states already have such a 
stamp. _ _,.., 

Mre often than not, a 
sherman will find 
imself in the situation 

where the fish are feeding but he 
didn't carry along the right bait, 
lure, hooks, rod, or reel. Such 
cases call for a bit of swift 
improvisation. 

While a youngster in 
Williamsburg County near Henry, 
I made many summertime 
expeditions with friends and 
cousins to a little creek, known 
locally as the Rock Hole, on my 
family's farm. The deepest spot 
along the creek, which we called 
the Catfish Hole, was frequented 
by one or more large, preaatory fish 
of unknown variety. 

These monsters tore up our light 
cane poles and wire hooks with 
regularity until we crafted the 
tackle to take them. We taped 
some old line eyes and a cheap 
flyrod reel to stiff bamboo poles. 
The finishing touch was about 
forty feet of nylon line, a big two
inch cork, and a bass hook. 

As monster bait we used the 
"silvers," which stole our bait from 
more desirable fish. After flipping 
out a five-inch silver into the 
Catfish Hole, we would marvel as 
the monster rushed the bait and 
sunk the cork to the depths of the 
far side. Once reeling in the slack 
line and setting the hook, the 
fisherman had a fight on his hands. 
The mystery fish finally surfaced 
and revealed itself to be a three- or 
four-pound jackfish or chain pickerel. 

But the monsters were legion in 
that little creek. As we defeated 
one, another would take its place. 
The largest was a four-and-a-half
pound mudfish that my cousin 
caught on squirrel innards. 

Fish stringers weren't fancy then 
either. We just stripped the leaves 
off a streamside limb, and left a 
crotch on the bottom. This 
worked well until I made a poison 

ivy stringer by 
mistake. 
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Getting organized for an out
of-town packing or 
camping trip has always 

been one of life's greatest 
challenges for me. It's a problem 
I've yet to solve. 

What have I forgotten ? 
I never forget a minor item that 

would make little difference in the 
outcome of a trip. It's always 
something like a tent or sleeping 
bag. 

List-makers, of course, are 
organized people. They make their 
lists and check them twice before 
setting out for the wilds. List
makers never, ever, forget 
anything. Just ask them. 

Few, if any, of us are list-makers. 
So we can leave that alone and 
consider alternatives. Myself, I'm a 
pile-maker. When I think of an 
item needed for the trip I start a 
pile. This goes on for some time, 
and by departure time, clothes and 
equipment are piled up all over the 
house. 

Pile-makers just hope that 
whatever they have inevitably 
forgotten won't be too important, 
like the fuel bottle for the cook 
stove. Once I forgot the food bag. 
But it didn't matter because I had 
forgotten to go to the grocery store. 

Over the years, I've managed to 
simplify somewhat the process. 
Piles aside, I also put virtually 
everything that appears even 
remotely necessary into a large 
plastic laundry basket, especially 
extra clothes. Then I pack what I 
need at the trail head. 

Another suggestion is to keep as 
much of your kit together, 
including foot and clothes, from 
one trip to the next. Even when 
stored, a pack and its gear should 
be ready to go. 
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Bookworms Go 
With Gardening 

A case of"bookworms" goes 
along with any serious attempt at 
native plant gardening and 
following are a few treasures they 
like to prey upon. 

The 1982 edition of Sources of 
Native Seeds and Plants, published 
by the Soil Conservation Service 
of America, lists nearly 300 
growers and suppliers of native 
vegetation and 40 states and 
Canada. Copies of the thirty-six 
page booklet are available for $3 
($2.50fororders of ten or more) 
from SCSA, 7515 Ankeny Rd., 
Ankeny, Iowa, 50021. 

The Manual of the Vascular Flora 
of the Carolinas by Albert E. 
Radford et. al. is a technical 
reference manual which contains 
diagnostic illustrations, keys, 
detailed descriptions, flowering 
and fruiting dates, range, glossary, 
and a key to families of vascular 
plants. 

Harold W. Rickert's Wildflowers 
of the United States: The 
Soutlieastern States, Volume II, 
contains clear botanical 
descriptions and simple 
explanations for identifying plants. 

The Manual of the Soutlieastern 
Flora, Volume II, by John K. Small 
is the most comprehensive 
catalogue and descriptive analysis 
of the plants of the southeastern 
United States. 

Besides wildflowers, the 
Handbook of Wildflower Cultivation 
by Kathryn S. Taylor and Stephen 
F. Hanblin covers flowering trees 
and shrubs and has valuable lists of 
plants by cultural requirements. 

Two other excellent books on 
native plant propagation are Hal 
Bruce's How To Grow Wildflowers 
and Wild Shrubs and Trees in Your 
Own Garden and the North 
Carolina Native Plant Propagation 

Pete Laurie photographed this zebra butterfly, Heliconius charitonius, on 
one of its favorite foods, lantana. 

Handbook. The latter is available 
for$4.50 postpaid by writing: 
N. C. Botanical Garden, Totten 
Center457-A, UNC-CH, Chapel 
Hill, N.C., 27514. Make checks 
payable to the North Carolina 
Wildflower Preservation Society. _ _, 

Butterfly 
Abundant Last Fall 

The striking yellow and black 
zebra butterfly, a rare fall visitor to 
coastal South Carolina, was 
unusually abundant last autumn. 

According to Charleston 
lepidopterist Billy McCord, 
butterfly populations sometimes 
explode when environmental 
conditions are favorable, forcing 
the adults to expand their normal 
range in search of food. 

"Zebra butterflies range from 
northwestern South America 
through Central America and the 

West Indies into the Gulf Coast 
states, Florida, and southern 
Georgia," McCord said. 

"They occasionally occur in 
South Carolina as rare visitors or 
strays in late summer or fall," 
McCord said. "They are not 
capable of withstanding severe 
winter weather and are most 
common from central Florida 
southward. In south and central 
Florida, they may occur year-round 
if weather conditions are favorable. 

Zebra butterflies inhabit thick 
woods and forest borders. Females 
deposit eggs on tender leaves and 
shoots of the passion flower, or 
maypop. Adults remain in the 
vicinity of the food plant, often 
congregating at dusk to roost 
communally. 

"Zebra butterflies have a slow, 
floating or fluttering flight with 
shallow wingbeats, but when 
pursued seek cover quickly," said 
McCord. "However, both larvae 
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and adults are distasteful to birds, 
presumably because of toxins from 
the maypop leaves." 

In previous years McCord said 
he seldom saw more than one zebra 
butterfly per year in South 
Carolina. "But this past fa ll it was 
not unusual to see up to a dozen of 
these colorful insects a day around 
Charleston Harbor," he said. _ _, 

Groups planning a water event 
such as a regatta, race, exhibition, 
parade, or fishing tournament must 
obtain a free permit from the state 
wildlife department's booting division. 

Applications must be submitted at 
least thirty days before the event. 
Called "Request for Approval of 
Marine Event, '' the application forms 
are available by writing Division of 
Boating, P.O. Box 12559, 
Charleston, S. C. , 29412. 

Permits are necessary so that 
conflicts will not occur, and so that 
the wildlife department can have the 
necessary personnel on hand for 
public safety. 

Two articles published in South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine took the 
top awards in a recent magazine 
feature competition sponsored by 
Press Women of South Carolina. 

"Lost Legacy: Struggle to Keep 
the Family Farm" (March-April 
1982) won first place and "Dr. B.," 
an article on leading state botanist 
Wade Thomas Batson Jr. 
(September-October 1982) , 
placed second in the same 
category. Both articles were 
written by Nancy Ann Coleman, 
managing editor of South Carolina 
Wildlife. 

The awards were presented in 
Columbia at the annual spring 
meeting of Press Women of South 
Carolina, an affiliate of the 
National Federation of Press 
Women. A panel of judges from 
the University of South Carolina 
College ofJournalism selected the 
winners as worthy of recognition 
among entries from professional 
communicators throughout the 
state. 

The first place article has been 
forwarded to the National Federation 
of Press Women for consideration 
in its annual contest. _ _, 

Wildlife Important 
ToEconomy 

South Carolina hunters and 
fishermen shoot and cast an 
estimated$ 702 million into the 
state's economy annually, 
according to the recently 
published 1980 National Survey of 
Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife
associated Recreation. 

Human enjoyment of nature, 
whether fishing, hunting, or just 
observing, contributes more to the 
economy of the state and nation 
than anyone had imagined, 
according to the survey. 

In South Carolina alone, 
hunting and fishing contributed 
$702 million to the state's 

economy, according to the 1980 
survey. This amount exceeds the 
total value of soybeans, com, 
tobacco, and other crops produced 
in the Palmetto State in 1980. 

The $ 702 million total 
translates into a return on 
investment of about $80 for every 
state-appropriated dollar that goes 
to the South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department. 

According to the survey, South 
Carolina's hunters contributed 
more than $213 million to the 
state's economy. Big game hunters 
spent $60 million here, 
while hunting for migratory birds, 
squirrels, rabbits, and other small 
game accounted for $15 2 million. 

South Carolina fishermen 
contributed more than $441 
million to the state's economy 
with freshwater fishing accounting 
for $153 million. 

Expenditures by hunters and 
fishermen on boats, trailers, 
campers, and other equipment 
totalled$123 million. An 
estimated $100 million was spent 
in South Carolina by pier, surf, 
inshore, and offshore fishermen. 

An additional $100 million was 
expended by out-of-state visitors 
for recreational saltwater fishing. 
Commercial saltwater fishing 
contributed an estimated $4 7 
million. 

Ninety-three million people in 
the United States participated in 
non-consumptive wildlife 
activities, such as hiking and 
birdwatching, and spent an 
estimated $15 billion, according to 
the survey. 

In South Carolina alone, 1.1 
million persons, roughly one-third 
the state's population, participated 
in non-consumptive wildlife
oriented activities. 

Hunting and fishing 
expenditures generate substantial 
state and local revenues. In 1980, 
at least $28 million in South 
Carolina sales taxes came from 
hunting and fishing. 

Income, gasoline, excise and 
property taxes on vehicles and 
boats were also generated for state 
and local governments. _ _, 

Betty Martin has delighted 
Upcountry folks with her 
cooking column, "The 

Pantry Shelf," for the past ten of 
her twenty-one years as a writer for 
the Anderson paper, now known 
as the Independent-Mail. Following 
are two of her recipes that feature 
crabmeat. Fresh, frozen, or 
canned can be used. 

Crab Quiche: Saute one-third 
cup finely chopped onion, one
fourth cup chopped green pepper, 
and some fresh mushrooms in 
butter. If canned mushrooms are 
used, you don't have to saute. Beat 
two eggs and add one package long 
slices of Swiss cheese, chopped 
fine, one-half cup mayonnaise, 
and one cup milk. Drain one can 
crabmeat, reserving juice. Pick 
carefully. Make a paste with one 
teaspoon com starch and about 
one-fourth cup reserved juice. Add 
crab and paste to egg mixture. 
Season with salt, pepper, lemon 
juice, and sherry to taste. Add 
sauteed vegetables. Bake in one 
Ritz pie shell (not deep dish) at350 
degrees for forty-five to fifty 
minutes. Allow to settle for five 
minutes before serving. 

Party Dip: Melt four ( eight 
ounce) packages cream cheese in a 
double boiler. Add twelve 
tablespoons mayonnaise and one 
teaspoon salt. Very slowly, add 
one-fourth cup or more golden 
sherry ( not sweet), beating till 
smooth. Drain five cans claw 
crabmeat, reserving juice. Pick 
crab and add to cheese mixture, 
stirring carefully. Add a little juice 
to make it creamy but not thin. 
Add pepper, paprika, lemon juice, 
chives, onion salt to taste. Betty 
serves this in a chafing dish with 
wheat thins at parties for thirty-five 
to fifty people. 

'¥~.. ·r~,., 
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Once called "a waste of 
time, money, and effort," 
Kalmia Gardens in 
Hartsville has become a 
welcome retreat for nature 
lovers. 

"Miss May's Folly" 

PH ILLIP JONES 
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Visitors to May Coker's twenty-eight-acre 
gardens will find a bit of every ming from mountain 
laurel to l..ou,country cypress. Original plantings 
include camellia.s, now eight feet high or more, 
while nett.er additions include yellow bladdrn.wit, 
an insectiwrous pond species. The original home, 
built by Ca/Jtain Thomas E. Han in 1817, is 
~lieted to~ the oldest house in Hansville. 
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'Wth the help of two workers and a 
mule, May Coker began in 193 I to 
make Kalmia Gardens out of the town 
dump. Local townspeople ridiculed the 
project as "Miss May's Folly," but she 
proceeded to create one of the most 
remarkable natural gardens in South 
Carolina. 

Coker once stated, "It is my desire for 
others to know that at little cost a garden 
may be made. It requires only a genuine love 
for plants." That feeling led her to plant 
camellias, azaleas, gardenias, dogwood, and 
other flowering trees and shrubs among the 
existing flora so skillfully that it is now 
difficult to distinguish the natural 
vegetation from that which she added. 

Coker began developing the gardens 
when the property was given to her by her 
brother-in-law, Dr. William Coker, then 
head of the botany department at the 
University ofNorth Carolina. Many of the 
shrubs she planted during the 1930s, such as 
camellia japonicas and tea olive, are now as 
big as trees. Named for the kalmia, or 
mountain laurel (Latifolia), which grows 
there in profusion, the twenty-eight-acre 
gardens are crisscrossed by walking trails 
which lead the hiker down an eighty-foot 
decline to an artesian well-fed reflecting 
pool, through the woods, and along the 
banks of Black Creek. 

Kalmia Gardens is located on a tract of 
land which was originally a 5,500-acre 
plantation owned by Captain Thomas E. 
Hart, for whom Hartsville is named. The 
plantation was an expansion of a colonial 
land grant made in 1772 by King George III 
to Benjamin Davis. Portions of the original 
parchment land grant now hang in a white 
clapboard house on the property, which was 
built by Hart in 1817. The house, thought to 
be the oldest in Hartsville, is occupied by 
George Sawyer, a biology professor at Coker 
College who maintains the gardens and is 
continuing their development. 

Sawyer has worked in the gardens off and 
on since 1965, when Coker donated 
them to Coker College in memory of her 
husband, David R. Coker, who pioneered 

a method of selective breeding which led to 
the founding of Coker Pedigreed Seed 
Company. Sawyer works in the gardens 
nearly every day, and says that most of his 
work consists of pruning. 

"If I don't do anything out here for a 
month, it's gone," he commented. Letting 
the plants grow to their natural inclinations 
is a priority and Sawyer says you can't tell 
what he's done with most of his cutting. 

"I want it to look nice without people 
realizing why it looks nice," he added. 
Sawyer also takes groups on guided tours of 
the gardens and is interested in developing 
the gardens into an outdoor recreational 
center. Placing emphasis on its use as a 
learning center, he would like to spend more 
time on nomenclature, tagging the myriad 
variety of plant species found there. 

Kalmia Gardens, once described as "the 
showplace of the Pee Dee," is an unusual 
environment for the area because of the wide 
range of flora. From the rhododendron and 
mountain laurel of the Upcountry to the 
azaleas and cypress of the Lowcountry, the 
gardens offer a variety of plant communities 
for observation including a beech bluff,pine
oak-holly uplands, laurel thickets, and a 
blackwater swamp. 

Sawyer plans to incorporate about eight 
different types of plant habitat. One example 
is a planned plant community representative 
of those found at 1,000 to 3,000 feet above 
sea level on a rich slope, or low mountains. 
He has planted trillium, wild iris, and other 
assorted wild flowers in this community, 
blending them in with the wild azalea and 
other natural vegetation found there. About 
three hundred new plants were planted in 
the spring throughout the gardens. 

"Take Nothing But Pictures - Leave 
Nothing But Footprints," cautioned the 
signs as Sawyer led a group of third graders 
down the trail, stopping every now and 
again for a short biology less ion. The gardens 
are a haven for birds and other small 
animals, he explained as he pointed out a 
cuckoo and talked about the raccoons, 
possum, foxes, and rabbits he's seen there. 
The foxes were, unfortunately, illegally 
trapped during the winter and sold for their 
pelts. 

As a large musk turtle swam across the 
pond, Sawyer explained how he had planted 

about a dozen bladderwort, a plant with a 
long stalk and bright yellow flower growing 
in the water among the water lilies. 
Bladderwort is insectivorous like the Venus 
Fly Trap, feeding on insect larvae and other 
microscopic insect forms. In a few years, the 
bladderwort has multiplied and in full bloom 
covers the pond with its lemon-yellow 
blossoms. 

Reaching a gnarled sparkleberry tree, 
usually a bush, Sawyer stopped, telling the 
group that at twenty feet high and a foot 
thick, it is the largest of its type in the 
Southeast and probably the United States. 
This particular tree was written up in the 
classic botanical study Shrubs and Trees of the 
Carolinas by Coker and Totten. 

Each year in April, Kalmia Gardens is the 
site for the Kalmia Arts Festival, which 
features dance, drama, and choral groups, 
and arts and crafts exhibits. Sawyer is 
interested in building an outdoor stage in 
the gardens, saying, "If people come out for a 
concert and get a biology lesson in the 
process, that's fine with me." 

Although the flowering plants reach their 
peak in mid-April, fall is also a good time to 
visit the gardens, when the oaks, hickories, 
maples, elms, and tulip poplars change their 
colors and provide the closest thing in the 
area to mountain scenery. In early 
September, the "purple garden," as 
Coker called it, is at its peak, with joe-pye 
weed and the French mulberry bush in their 
prime. These two seasons are dramatic, but 
as Sawyer said, "There is no best time of the 
year to visit the gardens." He does, however, 
recommend early morning and late 
afternoon walks because there is more 
activity among the birds and animals and 
the light produces interesting effects. 

Kalmia Gardens is located on the bluffs of 
Black Creek, 2.6 miles west of downtown 
Hartsville on Carolina Avenue (S.C. 
Business 151). For additional information or 
to schedule group tours, write: Kalmia 
Gardens of Coker College, Hartsville, S.C., 
29550, ortelephone (803) 332-1381, 
extension 410. The gardens are open seven 
days a week all year and there is no admission 
charge. _ _,,., 
- JANE SIMONS 
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''BUCK KNIVES'' ORDER FORM 

Nam._ ____________________ _ 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address-------------------

City • State • Zip 

Charge to my: 
□ Mastercharge # ----------------
□ VISA# ________________ _ 

□ MY CHECK IS ENCLOSED 
□ MONEY ORDER ENCLOSED 

TOTAL ORDER _____________ _ 

(Add 4% S.C. tax and $3.50 for mailing and handling for each knife) 

Please send me ____ Birchwood handled knives at $45 each. 

Please send me ____ Sambar Stag handled knives-at $65 each. 
(ONLY 750 AVAILABLE) 

D If the Sambar Stag edition is sold out, replace my order with a 
Birchwood edition and a $20 refund. 

No orders accepted after September 30, 1983. 
All orders will be processed and shipped after September 30, 1983 in 
time for Christmas delivery. 

Make checks payable to:S.C. Wildlife 
Mail to: KNIVES, S.C. Wildlife Dept., P.O. Box 167, 

Columbia, S.C. 29202 

·----------------------------------------------------------J 
THE CALENDAR FOR SPORTSMEN ... 

A YEAR OF ADVENTURE 
Our new Sportsman's Calendar will keep you 

in touch with the outdoors all year. After you 
read our Almanac, your next hunting or fishing 
trip should be more successful. GMA and special 
hunts ... moon phases, tide and solar tables, GMA 
regulations and other important information 
await. All you need is inspiration. 

And inspiration flows from our photographs. 
View the best of South Carolina's outdoors. The 
new Sportsman's Calendar offers adventure on 
all fronts. 

• An Irish Setter fetching September quail ... 
• A buck and doe bolting through October 

woods ... 
• Quail bursting into the November sky ... 
• Golden retriever pups on Christmas morning ... 
• January's cold, pink sky and silhouettes of 

decoys ... 
• Beagles baying at sunrise on a March morning .. . 
• A wood duck sunning in cypress-strewn waters .. . 
• Early morning mist hovering over a Santee 

duck hunter ... 

These scenes represent the aspirations of 
sportsmen. Don't let another year slip by without 
scheduling time for what you love most. Hang 
a 1983-1984 Sportsman's Calendar on your wall, 
and you'll discover a new adventure awaiting each 
month. 

To order, use the convenient "General Store" 
order form in the center of the magazine. Your 
calendars will be mailed in August. 
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The Buck Esquire Model 501 
S.C. Wildlife Edition 

I 
n commemoration of South Caroli-na 
Wildl.ife magazine's 30th Anniversary, 
you can invest in limited edition folding 
custom knives featuring renowned 

"Buck" quality and the S.C Wildlife unique 
commemorative design. 

Two folding knives are being produced: 
one with stock handles of birchwood limited 
to the orders received by September 30, 
1983, at $45 each, and one with rare, imported 
Sambar Stag handles at $65 each. Only 750 of 
these classic stag-handled knives will be 
available. 

Sequential serial numbers will be stamped 
on each knife of both designs. Low serial 
number acquisition will be determined by 
periodic drawings. Buy one or both for 
Christmas 1983 delivery. Order now to 
become the proud owner of Buck knives 
destined to become collectibles. The cutoff 
date for orders is September 30, 1983. To 
order, use the form entitled "Buck Knives" 
on the opposite page. 
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Name _______________________ _ 
(Please print all information) 

Address ______________________ _ 

City•State•Zip ___________________ _ 

Daytime Phone# Area Code ___ Number ________ _ 

We will phone you if we have a question. 

For any item mailed as a gift, state gift recipient's name and address on a separate 
sheet of paper and add the word "Donee" to the top of the sheet. Put your name on 
the order form. A gift card will be sent along with your order announcing the gift from 
you . 

PAYMENT METHOD 

□ Mastercard □ Check (Make check payable 
to : S.C Wildlife) 

0 VISA O Money Order 

Card Account Number: 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Month Year 

Card expiration date [D - [D 

Customer's Signature 

PLEASE ORDER SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION FROM ENCLOSED ENVELOPE 

DESCRIPTION 

1983-1984 Sportsman's Calendar 

NEW RESPECT Cap/Camouflage (One size fits all) 

RESPECT Cap/International Orange (One size fits all) 

RESPECT Cap/Royal Blue (One size fits all) 

"Carolina's Hunting Heritage" 

"S.C. Wildlife Cookbook" - 2nd Edition 

S.C. Wildlife Magazine Binder ,· 

"Wildlife Between the Covers" T-Shirt 

COLOR s M L XL XS 
Green 
Lt. Blue *NA 
Navy 
Orange *NA 
Red 
Tan *NA 
*Not available in childrens size 

PRICE EACH QUANTITY ORDERED 
One @ $8.27 
Two @ $16.12 

Three @ $22.83 
Four or more 
@ $7.28 each ' I i,....., 

-
$6.19 

$6.19 

$4.11 

$20.75 

$9.31 

$7.23 

$7.23 each 
4 or more 

$6.14 each 

TOTAL AMOUNT-.. 
for Items 

Send Your Payment And Order Form to: 
S.C. Wildlife 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia,S.C. 2202 

11 

TOTAL 

4% S.C. tax included 
in all prices 
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·-------------------------------------------------------~ MAGAZINE CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM 

Attach your address label 
from current issue here 

NEW ADDRESS: 

Name _________________ _ 

Address _______________ _ 

Clty•State-Zip ____________ _ 

MOVING? 
Let us know six weeks before you go. Avoid missing any 

issues of your South Carolina Wildlife magazine. Help us keep 
your address current by advising us promptly of any name or 
address changes - if possible, six weeks in advance. To do so, 
apply your computer coded mailing label to the form on the left 
and fill in your new mailing address. 

If you are receiving duplicate magazines, please send us both 
magazine labels, indicating which name you prefer. 

MAIL TO: S.C. Wildlife 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, S.C. 
29202 
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